
Station Air Date Aired Time Aired Length Aired House # Aired Ad-ID Material Title

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:29:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:12:23 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:12:53 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:13:23 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:13:53 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:24:46 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:25:17 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:25:47 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:26:17 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:40:21 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:40:52 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:54:29 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:13:11 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:22:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:22:59 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:46:42 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:52:53 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:53:23 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:53:53 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:54:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:16:44 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:17:15 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:25:20 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:25:50 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:54:18 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:54:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:55:18 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:18:05 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:18:35 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:25:08 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:25:39 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:54:55 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:55:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:55:55 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:56:25 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:10:15 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:25:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:25:36 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:40:10 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:54:57 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:16:39 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:17:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:29:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:30:26 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:44:03 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:56:42 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:11:09 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:24:22 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:36:56 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:48:29 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 4:16:52 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 4:41:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 4:54:35 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:08:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:21:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:32:53 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:45:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:57:39 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:08:14 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:08:44 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:20:06 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 6:36:12 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:38:51 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 7:55:43 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:14:00 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:14:30 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:31:40 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 8:45:25 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:16:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:17:04 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:33:12 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:34:13 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 9:51:09 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:09:44 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:24:06 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 10:41:27 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:16:12 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:16:43 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:30:57 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 11:45:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:00:12 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:12:37 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:13:07 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:26:09 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:40:28 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:51:39 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 12:52:09 XM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:09:02 XM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:09:32 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:21:15 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:40:04 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:40:34 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 1:51:47 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:16:19 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:16:50 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:33:13 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:33:43 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:51:09 XM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 2:51:39 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:09:14 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:09:44 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:24:05 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:40:58 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:41:28 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 3:41:58 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:36:17 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:36:47 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:37:47 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:51:13 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:51:43 XM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/01/19 5:52:13 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:08:15 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:08:45 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:09:16 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:09:46 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:23:59 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:37:51 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:38:21 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:49:03 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:27:59 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:28:29 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:36:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:37:24 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:37:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:53:34 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:10:45 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:11:16 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:42:30 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:43:00 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:53:30 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:54:00 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:20:09 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:33:56 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:34:26 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:45:42 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:55:42 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:56:12 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa



WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:12:41 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:13:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:24:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:24:31 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:36:14 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:48:46 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:49:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:17:07 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:28:25 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:40:56 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:41:26 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:53:09 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:53:39 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:27:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:41:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:53:59 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:08:47 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:23:15 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:42:27 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:51:13 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:14:00 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:14:30 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:29:56 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:40:51 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:53:52 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 3:10:03 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 3:22:43 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 3:23:13 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 3:33:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 3:44:01 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 4:10:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 4:11:30 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 4:25:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 4:41:16 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 4:50:55 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:09:16 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:23:58 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:40:04 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:54:12 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:15:57 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:16:28 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:32:25 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 6:54:24 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:20:55 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:37:39 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:38:39 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 7:57:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:10:30 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:11:00 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 8:45:39 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:18:06 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 9:30:38 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:14:21 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:26:49 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:42:58 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 10:53:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:34:19 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:44:40 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 11:54:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:16:04 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:27:14 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:41:08 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 12:53:59 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:10:31 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:11:01 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:22:45 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:42:15 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:42:45 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:53:30 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 1:54:00 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:08:33 XM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:22:15 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:22:45 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:42:12 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 09/02/19 2:51:13 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:17:03 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:17:33 XM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:25:17 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:39:53 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/02/19 5:49:50 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:08:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:08:32 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:09:02 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:09:32 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:25:57 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:40:20 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:40:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:54:03 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:54:33 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:29:14 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:39:22 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:39:52 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:40:22 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:40:52 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:53:37 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:54:07 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:10:35 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:23:55 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:46:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:46:32 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:55:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:21:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:35:29 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:35:59 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:47:50 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:58:50 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:13:11 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:13:41 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:26:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:26:48 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:37:59 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:52:43 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:53:13 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:11:13 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:23:35 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:24:05 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:33:48 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:34:18 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:47:29 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:08:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:20:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:33:21 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:44:40 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:08:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:09:21 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:42:37 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:51:26 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:14:49 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:30:41 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:55:23 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 3:14:13 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 3:24:19 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 3:24:49 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 3:43:28 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 4:15:19 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 4:15:49 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 4:27:10 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 4:41:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:09:27 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:24:12 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:40:34 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:53:36 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:13:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:13:41 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:45:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 6:55:11 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:15:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:16:16 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:29:31 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:42:05 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 7:54:05 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:05:59 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:20:54 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 8:49:44 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:13:32 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 9:42:18 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:18:39 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:26:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:47:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 10:55:10 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:12:55 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:25:09 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:35:50 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 11:51:01 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:08:22 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:20:06 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:32:21 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 12:44:10 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:10:21 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:10:51 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:23:54 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:45:47 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:46:17 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:54:54 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 1:55:24 XM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:09:07 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:21:16 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:42:22 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 2:51:26 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:15:54 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:16:24 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:25:43 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:29:05 XM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani



WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:39:54 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/03/19 5:49:51 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 School

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:11:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:11:32 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:12:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:12:32 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:39:18 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:39:48 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:51:28 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:51:58 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:24:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:25:04 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:35:41 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:36:11 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:36:41 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:49:41 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:50:11 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:09:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:09:57 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:44:40 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:55:49 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:56:19 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:22:18 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:22:48 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:40:05 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:40:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:59:55 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:12:22 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:12:52 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:23:43 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:24:13 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:36:48 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:52:22 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:52:52 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework



WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:26:12 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:38:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:51:18 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:09:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:19:25 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:19:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:30:08 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:47:56 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:12:57 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:13:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:23:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:42:10 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:51:36 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:15:09 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:29:49 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:41:51 PM :15 B905563 CNFE0065000H Notifications Flood Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:57:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:57:40 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 3:11:04 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 3:11:34 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 3:22:04 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 3:36:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 3:47:25 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:12:58 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:13:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:24:12 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:40:47 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:52:54 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 4:53:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:09:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:10:22 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:25:26 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:39:31 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:54:05 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:13:53 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:29:00 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:39:04 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework



WUTH-TV 09/04/19 6:49:11 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:26:48 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:42:32 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:55:13 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 7:55:43 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:09:22 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:21:32 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:35:33 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 8:51:18 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:17:32 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:18:02 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:31:35 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 9:42:38 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:17:14 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:28:48 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:40:25 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 10:52:02 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:15:50 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:29:30 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:40:03 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:52:29 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 11:52:59 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:09:43 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:19:55 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:29:08 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 12:47:26 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:09:12 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:09:42 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:19:50 XM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:43:55 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:55:49 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 1:56:19 XM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:22:42 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:41:25 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:51:36 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 2:52:06 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:17:21 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV



WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:25:57 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:28:49 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:39:55 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:49:52 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/04/19 5:50:22 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:10:07 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:10:37 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:11:07 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:11:37 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:23:01 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:39:07 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:39:37 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:52:47 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:27:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:28:19 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:37:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:37:58 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:38:28 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:54:16 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:54:46 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:17:54 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:44:09 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:44:39 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:53:29 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:53:59 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:15:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:27:20 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:27:50 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:51:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:52:14 AM :15 B905545 CNLA0265000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:02:47 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:21:08 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:36:09 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:50:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:50:41 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:09:53 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:20:38 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:36:07 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:36:37 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:10:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:19:40 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:51:05 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:11:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:41:36 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:52:00 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:18:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:18:32 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:19:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:26:39 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:34:57 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:35:27 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:39:10 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 3:42:54 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 3:43:24 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 3:46:14 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 3:47:14 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 4:58:11 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:10:16 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:25:36 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:40:50 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:55:01 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:11:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:43:29 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 6:55:05 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:13:01 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:28:48 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:42:02 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 7:55:36 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:08:42 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:23:27 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 8:50:26 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco



WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:15:07 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:15:37 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:28:30 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 9:42:38 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:15:58 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:28:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:42:51 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 10:51:54 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:29:16 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:29:46 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:42:00 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 11:53:32 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:10:39 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:19:40 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:31:16 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 12:51:05 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:17:38 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:18:08 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:26:57 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 1:53:29 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:22:24 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:22:54 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:41:21 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 2:51:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:16:21 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:24:12 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:27:20 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:39:55 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:49:52 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/05/19 5:50:22 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:07:55 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:08:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:08:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:21:47 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:37:37 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 



WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:52:26 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:52:56 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:27:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:38:56 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:39:26 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:39:56 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:40:26 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:54:58 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:12:36 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:42:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:42:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:53:57 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:19:11 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:35:02 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:57:32 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:58:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:13:02 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:21:53 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:22:24 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:39:25 AM :15 B905568 CNFE0064000H Notifications Tornado Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:53:56 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:54:26 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:13:36 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:24:05 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:35:40 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:48:02 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:48:32 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:10:36 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:25:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:36:00 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:36:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:50:29 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:09:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:09:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:19:00 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:39:37 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:50:15 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:50:45 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:15:51 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:16:21 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:25:19 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:34:35 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:38:33 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 3:39:40 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 3:40:10 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 3:43:06 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 3:44:06 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 4:54:31 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:09:57 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:25:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:40:40 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:54:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:10:23 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 6:46:30 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:17:35 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:18:06 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:33:25 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 7:49:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:03:06 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:14:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:25:26 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 8:50:13 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:13:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:26:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 9:39:16 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:14:12 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:39:10 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 10:55:01 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:16:42 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:33:27 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:42:39 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 11:53:15 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:10:21 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:25:03 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60



WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:35:30 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:49:59 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 12:50:29 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:12:51 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:23:47 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:42:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 1:53:27 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:09:29 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:18:00 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:38:52 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:39:22 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:50:15 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 2:50:45 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:16:29 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:22:21 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:27:19 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:39:55 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:40:25 XM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/06/19 5:49:52 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:08:06 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:24:30 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:40:21 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:56:16 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:56:46 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:12:57 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:23:22 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:23:52 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:46:44 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:47:14 AM :15 B905545 CNLA0265000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:55:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:09:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:19:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:19:40 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:40:04 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:40:34 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:50:13 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:28:54 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:58:54 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:16:12 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:31:27 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:45:46 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:00:12 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:12:38 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:13:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:25:53 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:26:23 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:40:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:51:39 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:52:09 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:22:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:23:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:38:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:39:21 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:55:43 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 4:14:00 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 4:14:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 4:31:09 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 4:45:25 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:16:34 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:34:13 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:51:09 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:09:14 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:24:06 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:40:57 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 6:41:57 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:17:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:17:46 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 7:55:33 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:10:29 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:21:14 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 8:48:07 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:15:06 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:29:33 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:40:44 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:41:14 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 9:53:16 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:07:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 10:21:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:03:35 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:18:06 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:45:50 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 11:46:50 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:03:42 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:21:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:39:14 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:11:38 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:44:13 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:44:43 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 1:56:07 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:09:24 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:23:23 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:36:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:37:13 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:49:42 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 2:50:12 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:02:46 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:17:02 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:17:32 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:39:10 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:39:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 3:53:27 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:33:11 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:33:41 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:34:11 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:34:41 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:45:40 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:46:40 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/07/19 5:47:10 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:13:35 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:14:05 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:14:35 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:15:05 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:25:02 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:25:33 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:26:03 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:26:33 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:40:05 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:40:35 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:53:11 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:11:52 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:12:37 AM :15 B905583 CNLA0253000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:23:04 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:23:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:43:06 AM :15 B905583 CNLA0253000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:51:15 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:51:45 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:52:15 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:18:52 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:25:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:26:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:49:06 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani



WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:55:17 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:55:47 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:56:16 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:18:06 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:25:27 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:25:58 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:48:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:55:17 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:55:47 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:56:17 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:58:54 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:10:35 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:25:01 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:25:31 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:40:15 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:54:46 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:16:48 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:17:18 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:26:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:27:25 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:34:51 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:38:18 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:41:52 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:45:10 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:46:10 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 4:57:52 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:21:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:42:03 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:57:22 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:09:16 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:24:37 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:25:07 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:41:12 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/08/19 6:42:13 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:42:48 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:43:48 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 7:58:06 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:13:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:26:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 8:40:32 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:18:02 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:18:32 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:32:31 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:45:10 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 9:58:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:10:18 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:23:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 10:51:00 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:03:01 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:03:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:15:10 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 11:47:23 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:05:40 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:20:54 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:21:24 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:38:29 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:38:59 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 12:58:43 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:17:32 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:39:10 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 1:49:10 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:20:25 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:20:56 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:41:31 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:42:31 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:56:50 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 2:57:20 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:09:14 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:09:44 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:24:34 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60



WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:41:11 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 3:41:41 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:36:40 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:37:10 XM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:37:40 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:38:10 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:51:06 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:52:06 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/08/19 5:52:36 XM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 School

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:07:25 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:07:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:08:25 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:08:55 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:21:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:39:47 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:40:17 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:53:25 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:53:55 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:26:40 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:37:45 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:38:15 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:38:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:39:15 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:52:45 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:53:15 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:09:55 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:41:05 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:53:25 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:53:55 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 9:15:52 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 9:46:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 9:56:21 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 9:56:51 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:10:49 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:11:19 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:25:10 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:25:40 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:42:38 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:53:47 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:54:17 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:10:10 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:20:41 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:29:50 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:45:11 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:32:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:46:29 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:14:43 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:15:13 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:38:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:39:07 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:49:53 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:13:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:13:35 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:28:45 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:58:16 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 3:13:57 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 3:26:50 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 3:27:20 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 3:36:44 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 3:46:35 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 4:10:48 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 4:11:18 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 4:25:03 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 4:39:42 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 4:55:35 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:13:59 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:27:55 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:43:32 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:53:21 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:13:51 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:14:22 PM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:26:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:37:13 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 6:53:38 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:41:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:42:32 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:56:22 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 7:57:22 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:11:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:25:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 8:38:43 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 9:40:57 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:15:41 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:26:39 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:43:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 10:55:28 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:13:48 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:27:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:40:53 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 11:50:08 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:10:26 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:20:53 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:31:40 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:46:29 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 12:46:59 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:09:40 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:10:10 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:22:59 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:40:50 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:53:25 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 1:53:55 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:14:59 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:25:07 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:38:22 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 2:49:53 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:15:22 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:23:03 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:41:34 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco



WUTH-TV 09/09/19 5:47:31 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:08:08 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:08:38 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:09:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:09:39 AM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:24:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:39:04 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:49:16 AM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:49:47 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:27:24 AM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:27:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:36:42 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:37:12 AM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:37:42 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:38:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:50:11 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:50:41 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:14:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:14:40 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:25:33 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:40:45 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:41:15 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:52:46 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:15:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:16:14 AM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:31:28 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:31:58 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:56:36 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:57:06 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:17:44 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:18:14 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:31:36 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:32:06 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:46:01 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:55:43 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:24:15 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:24:45 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:42:08 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:53:19 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:10:48 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:24:32 PM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:40:29 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:54:19 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:21:09 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:49:29 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:14:18 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:14:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:15:18 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:25:04 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:25:34 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:34:36 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:38:01 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 3:40:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 3:40:55 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 3:43:50 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 3:44:50 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 4:58:31 PM :30 B905490 CNFE0078000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Earthquake 

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:13:40 PM :30 B905493 CNFE0082000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Hurricane Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:14:10 PM :30 B905491 CNFE0080000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Flood Spani

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:42:04 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:53:09 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:13:21 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:28:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:37:52 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 6:49:36 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:42:21 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:43:21 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:57:50 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 7:58:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:12:48 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 8:41:10 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:13:58 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 9:26:05 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:16:44 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/10/19 10:53:56 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:13:38 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:31:51 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:43:55 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 11:53:08 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:23:00 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:35:53 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 12:48:40 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:13:55 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:14:25 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:25:33 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:40:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 1:52:46 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:10:43 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:19:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:38:49 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:49:29 XM :30 B905492 CNFE0081000H Emergency Preparedness_Subway - Blackout Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 2:49:59 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:10:27 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:10:57 XM :30 B905539 CNFE0079000H Emergency Preparedness_Notifications - Tornado Spa

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:22:31 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:27:46 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:28:16 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:28:46 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:41:37 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:42:07 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/10/19 5:47:33 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:06:58 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:07:28 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:07:58 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:08:29 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:20:08 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:39:23 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:39:53 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:51:56 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:52:26 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:29:45 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:30:15 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:40:03 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:40:33 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:41:03 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:41:33 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:53:20 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:53:50 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:13:26 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:43:11 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:43:41 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:53:51 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:54:22 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 9:38:50 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 9:52:16 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 9:59:30 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:00:00 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:14:55 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:30:46 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:31:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:52:48 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:53:18 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:09:40 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:20:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:21:09 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:48:59 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:10:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:21:09 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:31:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:47:37 PM :15 B905545 CNLA0265000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:09:46 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:10:16 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:24:22 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:40:34 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:52:06 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:20:08 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:20:38 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:34:37 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:54:31 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 3:05:30 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 3:16:32 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 3:26:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 3:46:46 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 4:10:23 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 4:24:21 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 4:39:36 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 4:53:57 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:13:45 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:14:15 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:29:03 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:39:24 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:49:05 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:17:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:18:20 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:43:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 6:52:48 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:15:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:28:09 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:41:07 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 7:54:03 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:10:18 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:10:48 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 8:23:07 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 9:13:23 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 9:30:27 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:16:28 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:28:19 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:43:25 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 10:54:29 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:13:11 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:13:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:22:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:44:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 09/11/19 11:57:26 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:11:00 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:27:16 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:42:54 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 12:54:31 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:13:11 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:13:41 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:23:20 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:42:56 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 1:53:52 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:23:22 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:39:49 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 2:52:06 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:17:55 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:24:35 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:41:33 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:42:03 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/11/19 5:47:30 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 School

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Todd

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:11:16 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:11:46 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:12:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:24:01 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:39:53 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:40:23 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 11:50:52 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:32:19 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:46:43 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:08:56 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:09:26 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:41:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:18:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:19:20 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:34:37 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:44:24 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:54:12 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 3:06:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 3:19:14 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 3:32:35 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 3:45:22 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 4:09:46 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 4:24:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 4:39:57 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 4:40:27 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd



WUTH-TV 09/12/19 4:53:42 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:12:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:27:50 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:42:07 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:52:35 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:17:12 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:17:42 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:43:48 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 6:53:22 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 7:16:11 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 7:27:54 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 7:41:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 7:53:56 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 8:10:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 8:23:35 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 8:40:08 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 8:40:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 9:15:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 9:15:41 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 9:38:11 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 9:50:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 10:09:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 10:21:51 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 10:41:06 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 10:53:29 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 11:10:43 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 11:23:31 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 11:45:41 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:02:10 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:15:26 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:25:17 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:39:46 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 12:53:51 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:16:39 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:25:09 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:40:28 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 1:56:17 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:09:12 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:23:02 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:40:30 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 2:51:51 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:15:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:23:39 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:41:33 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:47:29 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/12/19 5:47:59 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:08:22 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:08:52 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:09:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:09:52 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:26:06 AM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:40:00 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:40:30 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:52:46 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:24:30 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:25:01 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:34:18 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:34:48 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:35:18 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:35:48 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:47:40 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:22:46 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:41:37 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:42:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:51:54 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:52:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:17:41 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:18:12 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:32:47 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:33:17 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:48:23 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:59:49 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd



WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:19:54 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:20:24 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:30:10 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:43:08 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:54:48 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:55:18 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:11:08 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:19:43 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:33:01 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:45:53 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:10:36 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:22:31 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:10:42 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:11:12 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:26:11 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:40:41 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:53:07 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:17:41 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:30:54 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:44:14 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:53:42 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:54:12 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 3:04:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 3:48:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 4:10:19 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 4:10:49 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 4:24:06 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 4:39:40 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 4:54:08 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:14:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:14:40 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:29:43 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:40:13 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:48:59 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:16:18 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:16:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:42:07 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV



WUTH-TV 09/13/19 6:53:08 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:16:02 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:28:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 7:41:06 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:10:24 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 8:39:49 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:28:38 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:39:34 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 9:53:29 PM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:17:10 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:28:41 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 10:39:32 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:11:37 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:12:07 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:20:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:46:27 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 11:46:57 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:02:30 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:12:33 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:22:55 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:40:19 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 12:53:36 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:10:31 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:11:01 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:22:45 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:41:22 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:41:52 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 1:51:55 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:10:58 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:25:11 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:40:26 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:53:07 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 2:53:37 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:17:22 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:17:52 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:22:33 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:41:34 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco



WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:42:04 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/13/19 5:47:30 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:07:13 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:26:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:35:37 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:36:07 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:13:52 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:24:42 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:42:55 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:43:25 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:55:58 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 10:59:25 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:12:13 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:12:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:21:43 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:22:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:22:43 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:21:18 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:21:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:22:19 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:22:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:27:46 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:28:16 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:28:46 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:33:38 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:28:27 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:45:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:59:51 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:13:21 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:29:02 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:41:45 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 4:18:09 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 4:57:52 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:10:40 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:23:23 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:36:47 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:50:02 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:50:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:04:19 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:04:49 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:18:33 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:34:13 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 6:48:23 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:18:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:32:14 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:32:44 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:46:20 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:57:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 7:58:13 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:23:38 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:36:04 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 8:49:34 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:13:42 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:48:59 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 9:49:30 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 10:00:48 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 10:14:01 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 10:41:16 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 10:53:13 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:21:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:43:46 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 11:57:22 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:10:40 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:23:23 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60



WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:36:47 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 12:50:02 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:04:19 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:04:49 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:18:33 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:34:12 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 1:47:53 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:18:30 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:19:00 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:31:03 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:44:06 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:58:28 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 2:58:58 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:10:30 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:11:00 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:23:14 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:23:44 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:36:35 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 3:50:36 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:37:25 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:37:56 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:38:56 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:50:41 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:51:11 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/14/19 5:52:11 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:15:15 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:15:45 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:16:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:16:45 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:24:35 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:25:05 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:25:35 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:26:06 AM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114 Una Buena Idea :20



WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:40:09 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:40:39 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:11:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:12:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:22:27 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:22:57 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:43:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:52:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:52:53 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:53:24 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:53:54 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:17:05 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:17:35 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:26:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:53:33 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:54:03 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:55:03 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:18:10 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:18:40 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:24:44 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:25:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:48:29 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:55:18 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:56:18 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:18:50 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:19:20 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:30:11 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:44:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:06:11 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:14:39 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:15:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:24:30 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:33:33 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:46:21 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:17:05 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:33:43 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:51:09 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 4:09:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 4:09:44 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 4:41:28 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:16:12 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:30:56 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:00:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:13:07 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:25:54 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 6:51:39 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:14:34 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:31:00 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 7:44:41 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:00:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:11:38 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:12:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:27:16 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:39:31 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 8:54:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:23:30 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:24:00 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:43:03 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 9:59:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:10:54 PM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:19:46 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:30:38 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:31:08 PM :15 B905591 CNGA0355000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:42:01 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 10:52:42 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:10:34 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:19:58 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:41:02 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 09/15/19 11:53:04 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 12:19:20 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 12:29:41 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 12:44:58 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:06:11 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:14:39 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:15:10 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:24:00 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:33:33 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 1:45:51 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:16:00 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:16:30 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:31:52 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:32:52 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 2:47:35 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:10:10 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:10:40 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:27:55 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:47:18 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 3:47:48 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:34:36 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:35:06 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:35:36 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:36:06 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:49:29 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/15/19 5:50:29 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:10:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:11:58 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:12:28 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:23:15 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:41:51 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:42:21 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:54:11 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:54:41 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 7:24:32 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 7:51:11 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:14:10 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:14:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:23:59 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:42:57 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:43:27 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:53:43 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:16:21 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:16:52 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:28:16 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:28:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:45:06 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:03:48 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:04:18 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:17:24 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:17:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:36:13 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:48:18 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:48:48 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:15:26 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:25:27 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:40:06 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:25:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:51:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:13:23 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:13:53 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:44:34 PM :15 B905545 CNLA0265000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:52:38 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:18:14 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:40:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:50:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:59:43 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 3:09:17 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 3:22:24 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 3:37:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 3:47:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 4:09:25 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 4:25:01 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/16/19 4:40:25 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 4:54:57 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:12:20 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:41:12 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:52:12 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:14:40 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:15:11 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:30:09 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:42:02 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 6:53:45 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 7:41:30 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 7:54:08 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:23:18 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 8:40:08 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:12:32 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:13:02 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 9:42:16 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:17:08 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:42:00 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 10:51:59 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:12:57 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:13:27 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:21:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:43:00 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 11:58:24 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:11:39 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:22:33 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:39:26 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 12:54:31 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:13:55 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:23:58 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:42:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:13:39 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:24:42 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:43:34 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 2:52:38 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:15:23 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:15:53 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:24:08 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:28:18 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:41:33 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:49:19 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/16/19 5:49:49 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:10:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:11:35 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:21:47 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:39:41 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:50:11 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 7:26:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 7:39:10 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 7:53:18 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 8:13:06 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 8:23:47 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 8:48:23 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 9:12:18 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 9:22:16 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 9:42:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 9:52:03 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:09:42 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:26:05 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:41:15 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:55:09 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:23:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:32:44 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:47:35 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:16:33 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:17:03 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:27:14 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:27:45 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:28:15 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:35:04 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:35:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:40:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:41:25 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:46:09 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:46:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:43:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:44:25 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:50:29 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:55:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 3:52:50 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 3:57:09 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 3:58:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 4:57:30 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 4:58:01 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:01:34 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:21:43 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:36:06 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:36:36 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:46:56 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:52:49 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:14:46 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:30:01 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 6:52:36 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 7:27:57 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 8:10:31 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 9:12:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:15:54 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:45:56 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 10:54:46 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:17:53 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:24:13 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 11:42:53 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:00:37 XM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:14:14 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:24:28 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:39:42 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 12:55:35 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:12:21 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:12:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:23:46 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:47:38 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 1:56:28 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 2:13:22 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 2:24:41 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 2:40:29 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 2:53:30 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:16:38 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:25:13 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:29:20 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:41:37 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/17/19 5:49:22 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:09:58 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:39:12 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:39:42 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 7:29:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 7:40:31 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 7:41:01 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 7:41:31 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:13:12 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:44:40 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:55:48 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:56:19 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 9:14:16 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 9:24:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 9:52:27 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 9:52:57 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 10:53:28 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 10:53:58 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:10:55 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:22:26 AM :15 B905545 CNLA0265000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:16:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:16:49 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:27:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:27:41 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:28:11 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:34:53 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:35:23 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:40:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:41:28 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:46:17 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:46:47 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:43:47 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:50:24 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:55:00 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 3:51:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 3:55:02 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 3:55:32 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 3:56:03 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 4:53:48 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 4:54:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 4:58:25 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:18:53 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:35:06 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:35:36 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:44:31 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:51:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:13:31 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:42:34 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 6:53:15 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:09:56 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 8:22:42 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 9:15:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 10:17:32 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 10:25:37 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 10:26:38 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:30:04 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:34:31 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:35:01 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 11:40:09 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:42:02 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions



WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:43:02 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:54:59 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 12:58:55 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:25:35 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:43:55 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 1:56:19 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 2:12:00 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 2:22:22 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 2:39:15 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 2:49:16 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:15:47 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:22:26 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:27:42 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:41:34 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:49:20 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/18/19 5:49:50 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:08:39 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:09:39 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:10:09 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:40:29 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:54:22 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:27:31 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:28:01 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:38:44 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:54:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 8:10:43 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 8:39:56 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 8:49:20 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 8:49:50 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 9:10:00 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 9:24:16 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 9:24:46 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 09/19/19 9:41:35 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:22:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:22:34 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:35:00 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:35:30 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:48:30 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:02:41 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:15:43 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:25:40 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:26:11 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:16:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:17:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:27:44 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:28:14 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:34:49 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:39:41 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:40:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:45:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:46:17 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:44:29 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:50:39 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:56:07 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 3:50:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 3:55:23 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 4:55:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 4:56:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 4:59:25 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 5:52:50 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:15:56 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:29:39 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:40:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 6:53:51 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:15:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:28:15 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 7:41:01 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 8:10:30 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:19:27 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 09/19/19 10:29:01 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:09:26 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:09:56 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:17:35 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:44:27 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 11:44:57 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:21:54 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:40:00 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 12:54:16 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:26:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:26:47 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:39:11 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 1:49:50 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 2:40:02 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 2:52:04 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/19/19 5:53:59 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:52:42 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:53:12 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:53:42 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:54:13 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 7:00:04 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 7:27:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 7:36:30 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:12:55 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:13:26 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:13:56 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:23:57 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:24:27 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:54:54 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:55:39 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 9:16:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 9:57:39 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:17:08 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:33:41 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:45:52 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:46:22 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:55:12 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:55:42 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:26:36 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:27:07 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:54:49 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:00:34 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:21:16 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:21:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:48:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:00:34 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:11:41 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:51:24 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:51:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 2:35:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 3:12:10 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 3:35:50 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 3:46:11 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 4:00:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 4:10:47 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:27:28 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:38:16 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:48:44 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:13:51 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:14:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:29:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:44:06 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 6:53:30 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 09/20/19 7:15:56 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 7:41:24 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 8:10:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 9:14:13 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 9:27:05 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:14:41 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:25:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:40:21 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 10:55:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:16:02 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:16:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:22:38 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:40:32 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 11:52:39 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:06:50 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:19:10 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:40:18 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 12:54:41 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:12:41 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:45:47 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 1:55:24 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 2:11:26 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 2:25:32 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 2:40:23 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 2:51:24 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:17:07 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:23:42 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:28:23 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:41:33 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/20/19 5:49:18 XM 1:00 B905585 CNLA0250000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:07:05 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:38:41 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:39:11 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:45:11 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:45:41 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:55:16 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:10:57 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:21:12 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:21:42 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:41:27 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:41:57 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:53:48 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:40:04 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:55:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:21:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:38:14 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:38:44 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:25:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 4:16:52 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:05:29 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:16:43 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:43:06 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:49:01 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:49:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 6:54:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:20:46 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:32:36 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 8:46:18 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:00:04 PM :15 B905583 CNLA0253000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:13:53 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:28:45 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:42:59 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/21/19 9:55:42 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:22:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 10:47:24 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:04:11 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:19:29 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:31:52 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:41:39 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 11:53:06 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:04:55 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:18:44 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:53:34 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 12:54:34 XM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:12:44 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:13:14 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:31:27 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 1:48:28 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:18:01 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:18:32 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:34:59 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:35:59 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:56:17 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 2:57:17 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:14:58 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:15:28 XM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:40:51 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:41:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 3:53:12 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:33:52 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:34:22 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:35:22 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:51:12 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:52:12 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/21/19 5:52:42 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/22/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:15:58 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:16:28 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:16:58 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:17:28 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:25:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:26:19 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:26:50 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:27:20 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:39:59 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:40:29 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:50:47 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:13:00 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:22:59 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:23:29 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:53:33 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:54:03 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:54:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:55:04 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:17:31 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:25:33 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:26:03 AM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:47:30 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:54:27 AM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:54:57 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:55:27 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:18:35 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:24:55 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:25:26 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:54:10 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:54:40 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:59:09 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:59:39 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:10:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:24:47 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:40:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:40:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:54:41 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:18:01 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:35:29 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:36:29 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:56:17 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:57:17 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:15:23 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:59:23 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 4:24:26 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 5:19:42 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 6:04:36 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:03:26 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:07:37 PM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:08:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 7:13:13 PM 1:00 B905542 CNLA0262000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:35:48 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 8:57:26 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 9:17:37 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:09:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:10:23 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:24:39 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:38:27 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 10:57:12 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 11:11:16 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 11:20:24 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 11:39:30 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:01:32 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:02:02 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:18:27 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:35:28 XM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:52:01 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 12:52:31 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:07:53 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:24:54 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 09/22/19 1:54:33 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:31:18 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:31:48 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:44:21 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 2:58:13 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:10:00 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:10:30 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:23:13 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:23:43 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:36:35 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:37:05 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 3:50:36 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 4:00:04 XM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 4:00:35 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 5:51:52 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 5:52:22 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 5:52:52 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/22/19 5:59:54 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:25:42 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:26:12 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:26:42 AM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:27:12 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:53:38 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:00:04 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:37:23 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:52:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:53:20 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:53:50 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:00:50 AM :15 B905586 CNLA0084000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:23:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:44:09 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:55:03 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:55:33 AM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:36:06 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:36:36 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:00:20 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:13:27 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:32:21 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:44:56 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:20:56 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:35:00 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:50:28 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:50:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:16:01 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:42:06 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:42:36 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:54:02 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:10:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:11:01 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:23:25 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:39:46 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:51:42 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:16:36 PM :30 B905626 CNLA0252000H Homework

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:32:33 PM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:33:03 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:57:52 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 3:10:50 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 3:11:20 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 3:20:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 3:21:04 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/23/19 3:47:22 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 4:11:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 4:40:07 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 4:53:28 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:20:03 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:20:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:33:29 PM :30 B905544 CNLA0264000H Learning & Attention Issues_Homework-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:42:28 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:53:07 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:40:20 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 6:52:02 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:16:10 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:28:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 7:41:59 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 8:11:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:14:44 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 9:39:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:14:02 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:45:34 PM :30 B905543 CNLA0263000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 10:54:58 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:10:35 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:11:05 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:21:40 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:41:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:42:18 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 11:59:51 PM 1:00 B905582 CNLA0249000H School

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:12:20 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:23:04 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:41:00 XM 1:00 B905541 CNLA0261000H Learning & Attention Issues_School-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 12:54:39 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:10:21 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:10:51 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:23:54 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:55:03 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 1:55:33 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:10:47 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:22:25 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:39:01 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 2:51:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:39:58 XM :30 B905581 CNLA0251000H School

WUTH-TV 09/23/19 5:50:28 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:11:51 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:12:51 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:13:22 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:40:29 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:54:00 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:54:30 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:26:19 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:37:37 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:38:07 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:38:37 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:12:58 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:13:28 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:46:23 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:46:53 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:55:09 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:20:56 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:32:13 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:32:43 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:47:24 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:00:46 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:01:16 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:14:30 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:27:33 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:42:19 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:53:26 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:21:14 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:21:44 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:33:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:33:59 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:14:26 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:28:18 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:53:46 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:07:51 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:08:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:20:52 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:40:26 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:49:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:18:05 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:28:19 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:37:59 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:49:34 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 3:03:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 3:48:07 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 4:11:21 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 4:11:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 4:40:07 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 4:53:33 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:14:09 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:14:39 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:43:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:53:43 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:12:30 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:27:31 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:41:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 6:53:56 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:28:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 7:41:22 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 8:09:59 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:17:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 9:41:29 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:13:51 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:26:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:43:45 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 10:55:36 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:09:00 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:22:15 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:41:38 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 11:54:47 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:22:22 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:41:52 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 12:54:14 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:12:43 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:23:42 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:46:08 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 1:54:39 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:08:07 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:19:52 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:39:41 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:40:11 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:49:28 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 2:49:58 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:17:27 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:24:07 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:40:28 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/24/19 5:50:58 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:11:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:11:30 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:12:00 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:38:45 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:39:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:49:46 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:50:16 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:25:04 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:36:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:36:54 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:37:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:54:08 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:54:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 8:17:54 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 8:18:24 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 8:53:36 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 9:13:54 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 9:30:50 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:00:48 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:11:31 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:12:01 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:27:03 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:42:29 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:51:57 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:52:27 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:22:33 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:51:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:51:31 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 12:28:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 12:51:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:08:12 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:08:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:39:27 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:13:43 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:30:26 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:54:52 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 3:04:09 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 3:18:28 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 3:45:33 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 4:09:46 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 4:10:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 4:23:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 4:53:42 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 4:54:12 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 5:14:33 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 5:15:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 5:30:05 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 09/25/19 5:54:03 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:13:17 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:28:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:41:51 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 6:53:27 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:16:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:28:22 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 7:41:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 9:18:14 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 9:39:14 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:16:02 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:44:26 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:44:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 10:58:30 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:09:07 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:20:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:40:02 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 11:52:26 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 12:20:43 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 12:39:46 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 12:53:59 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:00:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:26:58 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:27:28 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:43:10 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 1:52:51 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:22:38 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:38:42 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 2:52:16 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/25/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/26/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:39:32 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:24:37 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:25:08 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:53:11 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:01:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:01:35 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:12:36 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:13:06 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:40:45 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:52:16 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:15:20 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:15:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:50:50 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:51:20 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:01:14 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:27:44 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:28:14 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:40:16 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:40:46 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:52:30 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:11:21 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:29:58 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:00:04 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:00:34 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:09:56 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:10:27 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:32:23 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:49:21 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:00:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:39:06 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:39:36 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:25:11 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:37:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/26/19 3:04:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 3:26:04 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 3:34:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 3:45:35 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 3:46:05 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 4:10:10 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 4:40:22 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 4:54:57 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:14:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:28:44 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:43:30 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:14:20 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:14:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:30:44 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:42:26 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 6:54:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:16:03 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:28:21 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:41:09 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 7:54:20 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 8:14:22 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:14:17 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:14:47 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:27:57 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 9:42:05 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:16:00 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:44:13 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:44:43 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 10:56:40 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:10:18 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:21:08 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:42:01 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 11:56:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:07:26 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:39:40 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 12:54:08 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:12:51 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions



WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:40:30 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 1:52:46 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:23:49 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:38:51 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:52:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 2:53:04 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:23:48 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:40:27 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/26/19 5:50:57 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:09:56 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:10:56 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:11:26 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:26:32 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:40:38 AM :15 B905586 CNLA0084000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:51:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:52:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:26:16 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:37:08 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:37:38 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:38:08 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:52:18 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:52:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 8:44:39 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 8:53:59 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:00:59 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:13:13 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:13:43 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:28:45 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:53:44 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:11:40 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:21:25 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:21:55 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:33:00 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:50:05 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:08:51 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:21:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:21:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:31:47 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:45:24 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:09:08 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:09:38 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:22:49 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:40:36 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:52:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:25:16 PM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:36:53 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:48:19 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 3:02:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 3:02:58 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 3:16:51 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 3:47:40 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 4:09:25 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 4:40:16 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 4:54:35 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:15:05 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:15:35 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:37:59 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:13:49 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:14:19 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:29:23 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:40:56 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 6:53:07 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 7:15:46 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 8:13:59 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 8:26:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 8:54:30 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 9:18:32 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:16:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 10:44:39 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:10:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:23:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:41:56 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 11:55:46 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:08:28 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:22:03 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:39:26 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 12:54:31 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:11:23 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:11:53 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:22:24 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 1:53:29 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:09:24 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:21:49 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:39:51 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 2:51:37 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:24:31 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:28:07 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/27/19 5:39:57 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 8:58:55 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:13:32 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:14:02 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:22:39 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:23:09 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:23:39 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:18:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:18:56 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:19:26 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:19:56 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:24:12 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:24:42 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol



WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:25:12 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:30:18 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:28:26 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:28:56 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:41:02 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:41:32 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:55:10 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:15:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:25:29 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:53:42 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:54:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:10:10 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 4:18:14 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 4:57:43 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 6:55:47 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 8:03:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 8:23:03 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:03:36 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:32:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 9:59:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 10:14:11 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:29:52 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:49:59 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 11:50:59 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 12:07:11 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 12:24:51 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 12:52:28 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:05:57 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:20:41 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:35:37 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:47:52 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 1:48:22 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 2:01:09 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 2:15:38 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 2:26:49 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 2:59:51 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:00:21 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:14:29 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:15:29 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:31:11 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:32:11 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 3:49:21 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 5:33:55 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 5:34:25 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 5:35:25 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 5:53:15 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 09/28/19 5:54:15 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:11:53 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:12:23 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:12:53 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:13:23 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:23:05 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:23:35 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:24:06 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:24:36 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:12:10 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:22:07 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:22:37 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:51:57 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:52:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:52:57 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:26:02 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:48:12 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:56:03 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:56:33 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:18:01 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:24:37 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:53:13 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:54:13 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:54:43 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:51:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:51:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:05:22 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:17:28 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:31:27 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:50:23 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:51:23 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:18:14 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:18:44 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:42:32 PM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:52:43 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 4:18:28 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 4:39:29 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 4:51:47 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:14:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:27:57 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:42:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:18:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 6:29:54 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:12:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:28:24 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 7:41:42 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:16:54 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:29:27 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:44:03 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 8:56:12 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:10:55 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:23:36 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:35:41 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 9:47:29 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:00:37 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:41:35 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 10:55:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 11:07:20 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 11:21:15 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 11:34:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 09/29/19 12:03:17 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 12:18:22 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 12:18:52 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 12:49:10 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:09:35 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:10:34 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:23:35 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:24:05 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:40:03 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 1:40:33 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:22:23 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:22:53 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:38:51 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:39:50 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:55:13 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 2:55:43 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:14:00 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:14:30 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:31:09 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:44:55 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:45:25 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 3:45:55 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:35:10 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:35:40 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:36:10 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:51:54 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:52:24 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/29/19 5:53:24 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:09:16 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:23:40 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:39:01 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:38:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:39:15 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:55:19 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:55:49 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:12:31 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:52:59 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 9:13:53 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:00:22 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:00:52 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:13:36 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:23:23 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:53:45 AM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 11:10:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 11:23:09 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 11:36:15 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 12:09:30 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 12:21:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 2:14:01 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 3:02:59 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 3:46:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 4:09:55 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 4:10:25 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:16:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:42:58 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:54:48 PM :15 B905586 CNLA0084000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:13:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:42:23 PM :15 B905591 CNGA0355000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 6:53:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:15:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:41:33 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 7:54:10 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:14:08 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:27:23 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:51:28 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 8:55:16 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 9:13:55 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 9:39:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 9:51:56 PM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:19:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 10:55:10 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 11:09:52 PM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 11:52:28 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 09/30/19 12:05:17 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 12:40:25 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 12:54:57 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 1:12:16 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 1:12:46 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 1:23:59 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 1:39:39 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 1:52:29 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 2:10:46 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 2:22:25 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 2:39:01 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 2:51:42 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:18:12 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:25:12 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:28:43 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:41:45 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 09/30/19 5:49:54 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Todd

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:06:36 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:07:36 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:08:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:20:52 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:39:11 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:39:41 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:20:31 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:33:43 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:34:13 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:49:40 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:16:32 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:17:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:26:45 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:27:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:27:46 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:34:34 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:41:11 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:46:29 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:46:59 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:44:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:45:09 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:51:15 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:56:03 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 3:50:13 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 3:54:12 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 3:55:12 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 4:53:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 4:54:04 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 4:58:53 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:22:05 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:33:33 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:43:48 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:50:46 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:13:35 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:44:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:44:38 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 6:54:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/01/19 7:27:35 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 7:40:51 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 8:13:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 8:26:30 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 8:54:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 9:17:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 9:29:25 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 10:12:01 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 10:27:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 10:46:25 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 10:58:10 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:11:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:40:49 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 11:55:47 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:08:25 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:21:28 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:40:30 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 12:54:16 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:13:56 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:14:26 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:26:19 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:42:56 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 1:53:52 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 2:08:07 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 2:19:52 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 2:39:41 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 2:49:28 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:25:14 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:25:44 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:29:21 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:41:49 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:42:19 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:49:59 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/01/19 5:50:29 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:07:27 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:07:58 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:08:28 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:38:12 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:38:42 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:52:46 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:53:16 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:21:40 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:22:11 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:33:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:51:16 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:51:46 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:14:10 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:25:33 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:56:17 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:14:51 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:24:18 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:24:48 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:43:19 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:53:50 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:13:19 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:22:44 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:23:14 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:41:55 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:42:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:54:24 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:54:54 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:13:33 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:27:08 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:40:22 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:53:47 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:15:52 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:16:22 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:27:09 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:27:39 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:34:41 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:41:22 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:46:16 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:46:46 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:45:02 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:51:39 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:56:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 3:49:55 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 3:53:50 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 3:54:50 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 4:53:54 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 4:54:25 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 4:58:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 4:59:13 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:21:45 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:33:58 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:34:28 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:43:48 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:51:24 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:10:06 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:21:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:34:17 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 6:46:23 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:05:54 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:18:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 7:43:49 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:04:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:16:06 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 8:43:37 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:05:59 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:18:31 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:31:05 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 9:42:42 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:54:29 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 10:55:29 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:00:41 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 11:01:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:02:25 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:05:56 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:18:13 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:29:38 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 12:50:31 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:00:52 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:09:43 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:26:05 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:40:33 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 1:54:02 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 2:08:28 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 2:22:38 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 2:38:42 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 2:39:12 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 2:52:16 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:17:13 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:17:43 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:24:10 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:24:40 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:28:22 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:29:22 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:41:15 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:41:45 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:49:24 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/02/19 5:49:54 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:07:19 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:08:50 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:24:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:38:51 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:53:34 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:26:50 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:27:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:34:42 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:35:12 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:35:42 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:36:12 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:50:34 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:16:33 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:42:55 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:53:57 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:10:17 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:24:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:25:11 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:40:40 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:41:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:54:17 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:54:47 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:17:09 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:17:39 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:28:32 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:40:40 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:54:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:05:04 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:05:34 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:16:52 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:42:25 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:12:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:13:25 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:27:30 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:28:30 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:36:45 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:42:51 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:46:31 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:47:02 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:43:46 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:44:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:50:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:55:17 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 3:50:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 3:55:13 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 3:56:13 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 4:53:45 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 4:54:15 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 4:58:36 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:14:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:43:18 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:53:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:12:55 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions



WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:28:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 6:43:13 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:15:52 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:28:07 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:41:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 7:53:54 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:13:42 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:25:57 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:52:20 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 8:56:06 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:17:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:17:59 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:28:07 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:40:47 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 9:52:14 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:15:19 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:29:01 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:42:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:43:01 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 10:54:37 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:07:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:18:54 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:19:24 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:43:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 11:53:09 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:02:27 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:40:17 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 12:54:41 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:16:18 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:25:24 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:42:10 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:42:40 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:53:27 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 1:53:57 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 2:08:49 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 2:23:49 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 2:24:19 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 10/03/19 2:38:51 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 2:52:34 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:17:37 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:24:47 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:28:18 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:41:45 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:49:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/03/19 5:50:24 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:07:53 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:08:23 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:08:53 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:09:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:39:21 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:39:51 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:52:07 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:52:37 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:25:02 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:36:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:37:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:37:45 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:38:15 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:52:29 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:09:27 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:19:50 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:40:35 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:41:05 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:17:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:18:05 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:33:31 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:45:29 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:58:58 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:59:28 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:07:37 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:25:09 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:25:39 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:41:37 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:52:19 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:20:56 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:37:14 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:37:44 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:50:34 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:19:51 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:30:11 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:49:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:49:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:09:18 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:23:09 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:40:19 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:49:27 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:15:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:24:02 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:49:38 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:58:55 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 3:13:07 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 3:29:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 3:42:15 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 4:11:36 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 4:24:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 4:40:48 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 4:55:03 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:13:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:14:26 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:27:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:42:56 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:52:48 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:12:57 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:13:27 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:28:18 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:39:25 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 6:52:08 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:15:57 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:28:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:41:17 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/04/19 7:53:43 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:14:01 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:14:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:26:17 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:52:19 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:55:35 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 8:56:05 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:19:22 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:19:52 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:30:06 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:42:08 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 9:52:56 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:17:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:26:41 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:42:12 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 10:58:09 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:09:20 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:21:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:41:01 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:41:31 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 11:53:02 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:04:36 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:18:44 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:41:36 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 12:54:12 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:09:12 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:09:42 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:19:50 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:40:20 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 1:53:25 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:09:24 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:21:49 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:22:19 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:39:51 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:51:37 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 2:52:07 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:16:54 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:17:24 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:24:20 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:28:25 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:41:49 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/04/19 5:49:59 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:58:54 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:13:08 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:13:38 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:20:04 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:20:34 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:21:05 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:20:02 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:20:32 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:21:02 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:21:32 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:25:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:26:05 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:26:35 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:31:20 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:28:30 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:29:00 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:40:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:41:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:54:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 12:28:54 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 12:29:24 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:10:07 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:23:58 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions



WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:47:34 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:48:04 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:59:58 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:13:22 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:26:04 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:36:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:50:07 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:01:33 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:15:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:41:59 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 4:21:00 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 4:40:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 4:55:29 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:07:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:16:01 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:26:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:37:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:53:27 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:54:27 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 6:59:01 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:00:01 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:04:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 7:58:20 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:27:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:28:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 8:42:49 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:12:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:25:38 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 9:41:40 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:16:16 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:29:14 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:43:38 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 10:54:50 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:24:05 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:24:35 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 11:38:11 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 12:06:11 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 10/05/19 12:21:19 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 12:46:30 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:02:52 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:17:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:40:10 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:40:40 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 1:57:55 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:17:58 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:41:36 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:42:06 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:52:16 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 2:52:47 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:09:28 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:09:58 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:24:20 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:39:08 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:39:38 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 3:52:51 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:35:51 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:36:21 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:37:21 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:51:38 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/05/19 5:52:37 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:10:59 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:11:29 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:11:59 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:12:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:23:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:23:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:24:26 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:24:56 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID



WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:41:01 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:41:31 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:54:00 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:12:47 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:22:40 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:23:10 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:51:36 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:52:06 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:52:36 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:19:31 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:26:33 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:47:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:55:28 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:55:58 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:56:28 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:14:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:14:55 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:23:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:51:55 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:52:26 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:53:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:21:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:32:36 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:46:18 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:59:48 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:13:53 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:30:00 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:42:59 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:11:07 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:22:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:40:57 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 4:19:55 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 4:20:25 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 4:36:34 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:06:29 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:19:33 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:31:06 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:50:43 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:15:39 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:25:49 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:47:46 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 6:59:20 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:12:16 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:25:20 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:37:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 7:51:02 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:04:08 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:19:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 8:48:20 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:16:40 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:17:10 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:30:22 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:42:03 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 9:55:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:08:20 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:08:51 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 10:46:29 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:00:42 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:13:21 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:13:51 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 11:48:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:02:50 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:16:01 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:29:18 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:29:48 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:43:47 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:57:05 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 12:57:35 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:11:04 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:27:51 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:41:18 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:51:41 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 1:52:11 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:19:55 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:20:25 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:36:04 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:36:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 2:50:42 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:06:29 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:19:33 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:20:03 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:31:07 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:31:37 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:42:01 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 3:50:43 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:36:30 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:37:00 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:38:00 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:52:09 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/06/19 5:53:09 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:10:19 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:11:19 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:11:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:24:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:38:46 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:52:49 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:26:49 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:37:13 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:37:43 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:52:12 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:52:42 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:13:26 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:23:21 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:46:32 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:55:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:55:39 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:15:06 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:28:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:58:01 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:58:31 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:24:11 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:39:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:52:58 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:53:28 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:09:55 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:21:45 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:32:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:33:24 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:49:10 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:10:07 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:20:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:35:29 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:49:14 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:15:41 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:42:31 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:53:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:11:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:22:49 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:34:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 3:00:31 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 3:10:43 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 3:25:11 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 3:45:27 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 4:09:42 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 4:10:12 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 4:26:05 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 4:41:00 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 4:55:09 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:12:40 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:13:10 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:39:47 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:12:27 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:12:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:27:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/07/19 6:52:46 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:15:49 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:28:09 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:41:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 7:53:51 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 8:56:03 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:13:25 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 9:29:07 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:18:47 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:24:53 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 10:43:57 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:00:36 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:11:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:20:15 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:43:29 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 11:54:28 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:03:53 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:16:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:40:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 12:55:35 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:13:11 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:13:41 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:23:20 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:46:17 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 1:54:54 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:15:56 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:26:58 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:42:16 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 2:52:49 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:17:53 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:24:18 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:28:28 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:29:28 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:41:45 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/07/19 5:49:55 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:11:42 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:12:12 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:23:46 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:38:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:53:19 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:53:49 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:38:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:38:55 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:53:48 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:54:18 AM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:12:36 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:23:47 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:44:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:44:40 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:56:18 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:12:57 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:13:27 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:28:43 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:01:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:13:22 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:24:40 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:25:11 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:39:02 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:50:12 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:09:23 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:19:24 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:30:41 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:46:57 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:11:53 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:22:22 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:22:52 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:11:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:23:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:41:10 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:50:16 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:14:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:14:47 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:27:29 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:50:29 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/08/19 3:09:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 3:19:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 3:20:19 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 3:42:10 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 4:10:48 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 4:11:18 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 4:24:32 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 4:40:38 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 4:53:58 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:11:26 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:11:56 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:25:52 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:44:13 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:54:07 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:12:23 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:41:08 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 6:52:41 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:15:51 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:28:05 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:41:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 7:53:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:13:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:25:45 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 8:56:01 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:15:23 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:25:54 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 9:39:37 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:16:38 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 10:28:50 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:00:49 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:21:58 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:43:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 11:56:17 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:13:03 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:23:27 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:41:19 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 12:54:32 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:12:21 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:12:51 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:23:46 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:43:55 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 1:55:49 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:22:07 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:40:55 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 2:50:16 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:18:41 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:25:36 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:29:36 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:30:36 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:41:48 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/08/19 5:49:58 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 6:07:52 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 6:38:53 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 6:52:41 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:25:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:25:47 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:35:07 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:35:37 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:36:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:36:37 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:53:34 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:42:07 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:51:54 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:52:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:18:09 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:31:21 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:31:51 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:00:42 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:15:16 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:15:46 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:28:15 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:28:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:39:26 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:50:50 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:51:20 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 11:14:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:09:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:24:03 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:39:32 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:53:50 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:11:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:39:57 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:50:46 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:51:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:15:52 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:16:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:27:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:28:12 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:33:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 3:42:27 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 3:42:58 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 3:45:34 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 3:46:34 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 4:41:46 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 4:59:22 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 5:11:35 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 5:52:53 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 6:13:57 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 6:53:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:16:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:28:13 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:28:43 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:41:44 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 7:54:16 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:14:16 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:14:46 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 8:26:55 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:17:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:17:41 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:43:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 9:53:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:16:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 10:48:46 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 11:02:24 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 11:43:40 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 11:58:47 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:20:48 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 12:53:33 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:24:51 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 1:51:54 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:22:26 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:39:12 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:39:42 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 2:50:46 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/09/19 5:51:52 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:42:54 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:43:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:44:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:00:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:26:48 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:51:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:01:04 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:01:34 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:11:14 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:44:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 9:09:52 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 9:41:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 9:59:58 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:00:28 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:26:53 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:39:07 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:39:37 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:51:15 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:32:43 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:47:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:47:32 AM :15 B905604 CNDT0179000H People You Know Cat Jogger

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:20:21 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:20:51 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:31:20 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:46:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:10:38 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:42:05 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:51:39 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:10:55 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:42:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 3:06:13 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 3:16:54 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 3:45:59 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 4:09:01 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 4:34:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 4:45:53 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:01:29 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:19:18 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:34:15 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:43:21 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:14:18 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:32:49 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 6:43:19 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:05:52 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 7:31:53 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:06:58 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 8:07:28 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:09:29 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:10:29 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:14:42 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:15:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 10:15:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:13:00 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:27:46 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:28:16 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:37:48 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 11:59:50 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:10:29 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:39:46 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:40:17 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 12:53:29 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:10:29 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:10:59 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:26:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:44:24 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 1:55:03 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:10:53 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:22:18 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:41:50 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:51:39 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 2:52:09 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:17:02 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:17:32 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:23:38 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:27:43 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:41:45 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:49:54 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/10/19 5:50:24 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:08:03 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:08:33 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:09:03 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:09:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:23:09 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:39:34 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:50:43 AM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:24:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:38:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:51:18 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:12:26 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:12:56 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:56:58 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:10:19 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:24:49 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:25:19 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:53:34 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:54:04 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 10:04:19 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 10:13:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:33:36 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:34:06 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:11:29 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:21:29 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:21:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:45:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:54:46 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:55:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:50:16 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:50:46 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:17:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:17:36 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:27:13 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:28:13 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:34:15 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:38:06 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 3:41:02 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 3:41:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 3:44:51 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 3:45:21 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 4:54:29 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:15:59 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:28:11 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:54:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:11:32 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:23:14 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 6:57:38 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:53:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:53:38 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 7:58:55 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:04:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:55:12 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 8:55:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:56:57 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 9:57:57 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 10:01:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 10:02:10 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 10:59:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:02:58 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:18:04 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:27:15 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 11:58:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:08:50 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:53:42 XM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 12:54:12 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:12:11 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:12:41 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:23:56 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:41:29 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 1:51:59 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:11:31 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:23:32 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:41:09 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 2:53:14 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:17:13 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:17:43 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:24:49 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:28:55 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:41:45 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:49:55 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/11/19 5:50:25 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 8:07:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 8:55:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:11:27 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:20:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:42:19 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:13:26 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:22:52 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:53:27 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:53:57 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:09:47 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:54:27 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:15:40 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:16:10 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:26:50 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:27:20 PM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:27:50 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:34:09 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:34:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:38:01 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:40:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:41:29 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:45:27 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:45:57 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 4:55:58 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:37:59 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:38:29 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:54:37 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:11:59 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:45:43 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 6:46:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:00:52 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:13:26 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:13:56 PM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:25:15 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 7:51:02 PM :15 B905586 CNLA0084000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 8:16:30 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:02:22 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:19:52 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:34:04 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 9:48:42 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:11:56 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:27:16 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 10:46:59 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:17:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:17:40 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:31:22 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:43:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 11:57:35 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 12:11:20 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 12:23:19 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 12:23:49 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 12:37:49 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 12:50:29 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:05:43 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:18:22 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:56:52 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 1:57:23 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:11:38 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:25:26 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:25:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:45:11 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 2:59:00 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:08:08 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:18:09 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:27:44 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:28:14 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:43:17 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:43:47 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 3:54:50 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:36:05 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:36:35 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:37:35 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:49:07 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:49:37 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/12/19 5:50:37 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:09:14 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:09:44 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:10:14 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:10:44 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:21:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:22:16 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:22:47 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:23:17 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20 Forests are Essential to Life 20

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:52:03 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:11:16 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:21:15 AM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:49:03 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:54:28 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:54:58 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:55:29 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:55:59 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:19:09 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:26:06 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:26:36 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:54:55 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:55:25 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:55:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:56:24 AM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:14:19 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:14:49 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:22:50 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:44:46 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:52:48 AM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:53:19 AM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:14:31 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:40:40 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:06:47 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:20:01 PM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:18:04 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:51:52 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:52:22 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 4:25:38 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 4:43:30 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 4:44:00 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:45:20 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:45:50 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:59:48 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:13:48 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:28:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 6:41:42 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:18:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 7:43:50 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:53:37 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:54:37 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:58:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:59:08 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 8:59:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:58:06 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 9:58:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:56:20 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 10:57:20 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:00:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:01:25 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 11:57:51 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:01:24 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:01:54 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:32:03 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:45:59 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 12:46:29 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:00:25 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:00:55 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:15:54 XM :30 B905580 CNGA0354000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:16:24 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:29:17 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:44:49 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 1:45:50 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:15:08 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:15:38 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:27:16 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:45:33 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 2:54:42 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:08:58 XM :30 B905592 CNRD0172000H Todd

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:09:28 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:25:35 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:26:05 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:40:15 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 3:53:39 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:34:25 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:34:55 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:35:25 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:51:31 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/13/19 5:52:30 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:10:06 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:10:36 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:11:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:24:08 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:36:48 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:37:18 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:52:11 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:24:26 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:54:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:55:27 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 8:10:45 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 8:43:27 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 8:53:43 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 9:09:45 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 9:10:15 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 9:23:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 9:43:03 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:00:01 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:00:31 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:09:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:22:42 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:42:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:52:03 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:52:33 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:11:34 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:23:01 AM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:48:03 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:08:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:19:08 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:44:28 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:11:38 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:12:08 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:40:47 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:14:25 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:14:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:27:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:27:48 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:34:05 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:38:00 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 3:40:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 3:40:54 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 3:44:34 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 3:45:34 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 4:54:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:13:09 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:13:39 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:28:50 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:43:51 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:52:46 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:10:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:11:26 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:39:44 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 6:51:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:15:58 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:28:09 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:41:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 7:53:58 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 8:13:54 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 8:55:36 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 9:42:37 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:14:40 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:26:41 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 10:59:13 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:20:09 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:41:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 11:57:22 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:09:13 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:22:03 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions



WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:40:19 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 12:40:49 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:10:31 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:11:01 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:22:45 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:42:42 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:11:53 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:21:56 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:40:32 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:41:02 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 2:50:07 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:18:32 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:28:33 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:40:24 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/14/19 5:49:51 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:08:19 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:09:19 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:09:49 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:52:40 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:28:15 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:36:57 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:37:27 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:37:57 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:38:27 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:52:54 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:53:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:25:09 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:44:09 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:44:39 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 9:17:18 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 9:37:48 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:00:03 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:00:33 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:08:59 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:19:48 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:20:19 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:53:14 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:11:09 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:21:50 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:39:13 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:10:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:23:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:23:49 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:34:09 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:49:50 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:10:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:10:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:21:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:43:02 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:54:10 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:19:27 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:19:57 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:28:28 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:29:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:33:47 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:37:40 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 3:39:17 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 3:39:48 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 3:43:15 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 3:44:15 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 4:49:26 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:15:51 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:28:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:40:53 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:53:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:13:44 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:14:15 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:26:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:52:14 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 6:56:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:11:17 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:19:43 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:20:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 7:29:28 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:24:35 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:25:35 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 8:29:12 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 9:28:23 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:25:58 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:30:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 10:30:53 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:29:46 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:33:17 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:49:13 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 11:59:37 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:16:19 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:16:49 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:28:20 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:44:43 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:45:14 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 12:59:39 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:11:05 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:25:36 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:53:29 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 1:53:59 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:10:25 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:20:08 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:42:02 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:54:10 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 2:54:40 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:18:22 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:28:28 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:39:54 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:40:24 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/15/19 5:49:51 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 10/16/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:08:41 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:09:27 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:09:57 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:10:27 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:41:14 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:53:03 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:53:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:24:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:36:31 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:37:01 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:37:31 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:38:01 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:51:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:09:27 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:09:57 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:19:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:43:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:53:30 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:54:00 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:19:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:20:16 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:34:57 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:35:27 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:45:51 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:58:41 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:59:11 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:13:34 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:14:04 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:25:04 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:42:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:53:45 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:54:15 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:08:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:19:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:29:56 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:48:38 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:49:08 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 12:11:04 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 12:46:10 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:11:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:22:47 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:40:03 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:52:59 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:31:08 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:41:15 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:51:51 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 3:08:28 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 3:08:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 3:47:14 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 4:09:46 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 4:10:16 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 4:23:59 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 4:40:28 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 4:54:12 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 5:43:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 5:43:49 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 5:53:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:45:41 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 6:53:49 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:15:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:40:55 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 7:53:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:13:55 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:26:39 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 8:56:05 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:18:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 9:30:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:14:30 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:41:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:41:53 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 10:55:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:08:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:18:58 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:41:39 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:42:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 11:58:41 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 12:20:04 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 12:39:46 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 12:53:29 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:00:34 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:19:49 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:20:19 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:42:15 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 1:53:30 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:39:48 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 2:52:59 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/16/19 5:54:35 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:39:06 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:39:36 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:40:06 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:40:36 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:00:05 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:25:33 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:26:04 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:51:38 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH



WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:01:04 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:01:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:16:33 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:43:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:53:06 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:13:46 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:14:17 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:44:07 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:57:39 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:58:09 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:09:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:23:28 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:41:03 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:41:33 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:53:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:54:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:08:10 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:29:40 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:42:59 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:00:34 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:34:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:50:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:42:36 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:43:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:00:04 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:10:31 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:31:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:31:38 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:42:18 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 3:10:19 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 3:21:58 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 3:45:31 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 4:00:04 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 4:09:49 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 4:40:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/17/19 4:40:50 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:00:04 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:15:17 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:41:52 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:42:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:52:28 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:00:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:13:22 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:44:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 6:53:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:00:34 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:15:59 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 7:53:35 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 8:26:11 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:16:00 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:16:30 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 9:39:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 10:45:45 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:00:03 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:10:35 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:22:36 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 11:54:24 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:19:43 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:20:13 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 12:53:42 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:25:23 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:25:54 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:43:10 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:52:50 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 1:53:21 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:22:15 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:42:21 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:53:41 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 2:54:11 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/17/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:52:42 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/17/19 5:59:18 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:37:53 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:38:23 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:38:53 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:54:42 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:00:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:25:12 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:25:42 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:54:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:54:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:01:05 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:01:35 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:14:11 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:14:41 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:42:35 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:53:17 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 9:53:32 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:02:05 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:02:35 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:19:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:31:39 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:43:29 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:43:59 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:53:11 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 12:24:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 12:37:53 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:20:06 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:50:42 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:15:16 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:27:45 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:36:59 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:52:29 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 3:08:04 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 3:08:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 4:10:22 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 4:10:52 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 4:39:41 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 4:54:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 4:54:38 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:13:42 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:43:35 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:53:20 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:13:04 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:13:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:28:12 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:44:29 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 6:54:09 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:15:51 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 7:40:57 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:13:50 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 8:14:20 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 9:17:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:16:24 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:26:41 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 10:44:46 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:01:24 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:13:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:23:11 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:41:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 11:41:41 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/18/19 12:04:39 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 12:40:52 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 12:54:57 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:13:56 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:14:26 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:26:18 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:44:53 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 1:55:49 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:09:44 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:19:06 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:41:01 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 2:50:42 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:16:42 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:17:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:23:43 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:39:55 XM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:40:25 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:49:52 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/18/19 5:50:22 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 8:58:55 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:13:20 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:13:50 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:22:16 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:22:47 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:23:17 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:21:07 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:21:37 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:22:07 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:22:37 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:27:20 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:27:50 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:28:20 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:32:53 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:28:56 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:40:20 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:40:50 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:55:11 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:29:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:14:51 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:15:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:47:16 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:59:51 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:12:46 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:25:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:51:01 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:03:38 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:04:08 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 4:34:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 4:48:04 PM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:02:35 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:21:18 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:41:15 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 6:58:00 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 7:03:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 8:05:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 8:21:48 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:00:55 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:16:11 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:16:41 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 9:54:10 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:24:32 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:44:37 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 10:45:37 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:04:05 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 11:54:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:11:48 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:21:36 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:32:36 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:47:37 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 12:57:52 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:09:33 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:24:25 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:52:26 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 1:52:56 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:03:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:04:04 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:16:17 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:30:49 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:46:40 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 2:58:26 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:10:27 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:23:49 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:45:39 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:53:05 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 3:53:35 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:34:52 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:35:22 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:35:52 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:51:22 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:52:22 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/19/19 5:52:52 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 Directions

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:29:25 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:11:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:12:24 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:12:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:13:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:23:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:24:28 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:24:58 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:25:28 AM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:41:17 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:53:16 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:11:50 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:12:36 AM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:23:05 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:23:35 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:52:53 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:53:23 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:53:53 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:54:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:19:28 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:19:58 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:25:41 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:26:11 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:47:47 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:54:43 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:55:13 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:14:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:22:59 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:52:18 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:53:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:53:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 11:28:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:09:59 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:57:08 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:57:38 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:12:48 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:26:54 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:41:43 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:55:36 PM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know



WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:12:19 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:48:40 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:49:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 4:39:59 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 4:57:05 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:11:54 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:25:21 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:40:40 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:09:51 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:10:21 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:44:03 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 6:55:35 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:11:29 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 7:55:31 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:16:19 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:31:02 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 8:46:02 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:41:35 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 9:42:36 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:06:54 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:20:57 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:35:40 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 10:48:57 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 11:21:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 11:40:03 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:16:16 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:26:23 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:37:01 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:47:12 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:55:04 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 12:55:34 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:21:14 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:21:44 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:43:18 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 1:52:42 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:41:35 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 10/20/19 2:42:06 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:06:24 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:06:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:20:57 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:21:27 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:35:09 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:35:40 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 3:47:58 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 4:00:04 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 4:01:05 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:51:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:51:51 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:52:51 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/20/19 5:59:54 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:22:56 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:23:56 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:24:26 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:40:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:51:07 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:35:55 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:52:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:52:51 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:53:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:22:20 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:43:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:52:44 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:53:14 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:28:30 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:45:15 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:45:45 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:00:20 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:11:30 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:25:28 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:42:33 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:53:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:00:20 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:00:50 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:29:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:53:19 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:00:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:32:08 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:46:59 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:10:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:25:04 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:39:07 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:50:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:18:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:30:49 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:44:40 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:57:07 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 3:11:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 3:22:45 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 3:44:08 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 4:12:19 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 4:12:49 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 4:25:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 4:41:56 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 4:56:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:13:07 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:29:06 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:43:49 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:52:58 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:12:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:26:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:43:25 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 6:54:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:15:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:41:20 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 7:53:50 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:13:47 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:26:30 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 8:56:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:15:08 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:28:16 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 9:41:25 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:13:44 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:42:33 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 10:59:48 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:10:15 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:21:09 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:41:45 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 11:51:19 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:01:27 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:16:51 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 12:55:18 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:10:37 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:43:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 1:52:44 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:11:53 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:21:56 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:40:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 2:50:07 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:17:13 XM 1:00 B905603 CNDT0176000H People You Know

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:24:51 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:29:00 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/21/19 5:38:52 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:08:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:09:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:10:25 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:42:02 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:55:10 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:24:46 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:36:00 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:36:30 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:37:00 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:53:20 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 8:12:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 8:42:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 8:50:46 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:16:43 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:25:10 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:25:40 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:42:55 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:43:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:55:58 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 10:10:55 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 10:24:33 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 10:40:16 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 10:54:56 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:13:47 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:25:34 AM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:40:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:55:21 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:16:00 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:27:26 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:28:26 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:34:52 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:35:22 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:41:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:46:37 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:47:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:45:31 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:52:02 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:56:50 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 10/22/19 3:51:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 3:55:27 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 3:56:27 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 4:57:05 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 4:57:35 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:01:09 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:01:39 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:19:43 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:32:06 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:32:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:42:03 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:50:09 PM 1:00 B905589 CNLA0022000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:30:59 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 6:54:56 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:27:41 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 7:54:41 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 8:26:06 PM :30 B905587 CNLA0023000H Directions

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:29:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 9:41:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:43:38 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 11:58:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:10:27 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:21:28 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 12:54:33 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:25:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:41:40 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 1:50:16 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 2:20:08 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 2:42:02 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 2:54:10 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 3:00:04 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 3:00:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/22/19 5:53:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 6:40:18 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 6:40:48 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 6:53:29 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:25:27 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:25:57 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:52:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:52:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:01:04 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:01:34 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:14:42 AM :15 B905606 CNDT0178000H People You Know Barber

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:41:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:41:40 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 9:14:22 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 9:41:15 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 9:51:29 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 9:51:59 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:00:34 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:10:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:41:50 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:55:06 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:55:36 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 11:13:42 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 11:34:47 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:16:36 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:34:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:35:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:40:18 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:41:18 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:46:23 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:44:32 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:45:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:51:01 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:55:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:50:03 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 3:53:46 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 4:55:43 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 4:56:43 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:00:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:00:34 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:01:44 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:32:26 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:45:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:46:03 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:51:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 6:00:04 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 6:49:22 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 7:00:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 8:13:54 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 9:13:27 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 10:42:56 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:03:56 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:20:07 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:40:27 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 12:55:21 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:13:42 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:14:12 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:24:51 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:40:55 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:41:25 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 1:52:19 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:12:10 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:21:47 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:22:17 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:39:48 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:40:18 XM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/23/19 2:52:59 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:24:57 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:37:54 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/23/19 5:51:03 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:10:58 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:12:28 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:23:15 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:42:21 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:54:41 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:25:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:35:42 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:36:42 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:52:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:12:57 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:24:28 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:39:01 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:39:31 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:55:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:55:38 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:15:25 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:24:47 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:25:17 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:44:50 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:45:20 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:55:29 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:11:19 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:40:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:41:18 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:55:05 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 11:15:33 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:16:10 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:28:04 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:29:04 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:34:35 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:40:32 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:46:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:46:33 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:43:39 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:49:54 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:54:30 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 3:50:19 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 3:54:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 3:54:36 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 3:55:36 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 4:52:40 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 4:53:10 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 4:58:28 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:15:52 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:28:57 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:40:22 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 6:49:23 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:41:27 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 7:54:01 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:14:06 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 8:26:53 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:16:49 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:29:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 9:41:07 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:15:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:25:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 10:43:36 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 11:15:05 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 11:24:56 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 11:42:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 11:54:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:05:09 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:19:05 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:41:19 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 12:54:51 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:12:42 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:13:12 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:24:27 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:38:46 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:39:16 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/24/19 1:55:08 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 2:12:28 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 2:22:15 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 2:42:21 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 2:53:41 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 2:54:11 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:16:09 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:22:36 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:26:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:27:54 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:36:56 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:51:05 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/24/19 5:51:35 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:08:13 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:09:44 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:20:06 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:41:01 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:51:42 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:25:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:36:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:37:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:53:01 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:13:03 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:13:33 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:26:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:39:47 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:40:17 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:54:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:54:53 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 9:11:44 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 9:27:05 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 9:27:35 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:00:28 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:00:58 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:12:28 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:25:53 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:26:23 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:50:14 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:10:19 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:20:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:21:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:34:53 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:52:10 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:09:48 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:20:37 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:13:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:41:17 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:51:45 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:21:35 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:22:05 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:37:10 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:05:21 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:14:00 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:14:45 PM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:24:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:36:24 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 3:48:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 4:10:24 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 4:25:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 4:40:01 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 4:54:07 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:13:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:39:48 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:51:03 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:16:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:41:58 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 6:53:17 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:15:56 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:28:09 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:41:24 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 7:53:28 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 8:13:50 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 9:18:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 9:40:44 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:16:12 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:26:02 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 10:46:36 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:01:57 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:24:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:42:52 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 11:57:55 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:08:12 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:21:55 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:40:24 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 12:54:44 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:12:48 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:13:18 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:26:35 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:39:32 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 1:54:23 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:09:44 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:19:06 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:41:01 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 2:50:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:16:46 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:22:02 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:24:18 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:25:18 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:37:29 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/25/19 5:50:37 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:28:54 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:15:37 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:16:07 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:23:27 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:23:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:24:27 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:20:39 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:21:09 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:21:39 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:22:10 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:26:13 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:26:43 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:27:13 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:31:53 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:28:31 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:29:01 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:41:33 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:42:03 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:56:33 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:12:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:24:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:03:52 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:21:22 PM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:34:49 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:48:56 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:12:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:12:41 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:28:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:46:14 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 4:14:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 4:28:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 4:52:44 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:04:46 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:05:17 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:17:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:44:00 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 6:50:49 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 7:54:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:26:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:41:00 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 8:51:22 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:02:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:14:43 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:28:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:42:40 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 9:43:10 PM :15 B905553 CNCS0033000H Equations Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:12:54 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:13:25 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:27:46 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:41:34 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 10:56:30 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:05:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 11:18:54 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 12:22:54 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 12:37:00 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 12:49:31 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 12:50:01 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:01:38 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:16:32 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:29:04 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:29:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:42:54 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:58:51 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 1:59:21 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:11:43 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:21:21 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:38:47 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 2:54:37 XM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:09:16 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:09:46 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:24:26 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:41:20 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:54:06 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 3:54:36 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:34:51 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:35:21 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:36:21 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:48:08 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:49:08 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/26/19 5:49:38 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:13:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:14:04 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:14:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:15:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:22:27 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:22:57 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:23:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:23:58 AM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:41:40 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:42:11 AM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:52:04 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:16:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:24:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:25:21 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:45:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:51:17 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:51:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:52:17 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:17:35 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:18:05 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:47:42 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:53:21 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:53:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:54:21 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:54:51 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:14:34 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:15:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:22:56 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:23:26 AM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:52:25 AM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:52:55 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:53:56 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:21:59 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:22:29 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:43:07 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:44:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:44:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:04:18 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:18:13 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:49:27 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:49:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:53:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:59:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:05:07 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:01:10 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:30:23 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:47:44 PM 1:00 B905487 CNAT0395000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:54:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 6:53:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:26:36 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:37:10 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 7:49:24 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:03:00 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:14:10 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:26:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 8:42:20 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:36:25 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 9:52:35 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:11:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:29:04 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:29:34 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:49:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 10:50:26 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 11:36:24 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 11:51:34 PM :30 B905547 CNAT0401000H The World Of Autism Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 11:52:04 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:27:04 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:27:34 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:41:30 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:55:36 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 12:56:06 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:11:25 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:22:26 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:39:41 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 1:40:11 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905489 CNAT0396000H Autism Awareness_The World of Autism SPANISH

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:37:32 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:53:39 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:54:39 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 2:55:09 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:12:01 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:13:01 XM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:40:18 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:40:48 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:53:35 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 3:54:05 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 4:00:04 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 4:00:34 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:50:35 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:51:05 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:52:04 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/27/19 5:59:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:23:19 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:24:04 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:24:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:25:04 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:40:40 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:53:02 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:53:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:00:04 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:36:42 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:53:17 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:53:47 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:54:17 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:54:47 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:19:33 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:20:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:39:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:50:33 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:27:57 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:28:27 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:38:40 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:03:30 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:04:00 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:21:39 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:22:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:36:30 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:49:26 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:37:29 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:37:59 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:51:04 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:19:52 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:33:19 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:43:53 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:00:34 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:21:57 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:22:27 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:39:38 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:52:04 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:00:34 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:32:55 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:45:01 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 3:03:20 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 3:21:00 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 3:33:30 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 4:00:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 4:24:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 4:25:15 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 4:40:36 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 4:54:06 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 5:29:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 5:29:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 5:42:41 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 5:54:26 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:00:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:30:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:31:13 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:43:04 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 6:53:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:00:04 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:26:42 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:27:12 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:38:00 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 7:49:01 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:00:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:28:11 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:40:29 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 8:54:06 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:15:24 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:27:06 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:27:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:52:29 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 9:55:46 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:26:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:42:25 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 10:57:42 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:43:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 11:57:26 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:20:07 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:40:11 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 12:54:45 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:19:32 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:20:02 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:39:02 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:50:04 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 1:50:34 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:39:23 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 2:52:04 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 3:00:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 3:00:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/28/19 5:54:09 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:39:33 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:40:03 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:40:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:50:20 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:23:51 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:24:22 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:50:53 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:51:23 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:01:05 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:01:35 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:15:04 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:15:34 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:13:04 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:13:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:49:07 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:49:37 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:00:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:10:31 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:23:58 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:35:39 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:36:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:47:14 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:47:44 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:17:24 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:42:04 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:54:51 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:15:05 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:25:48 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:38:36 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:51:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:52:25 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:09:47 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:24:52 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:37:47 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:51:20 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:18:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:18:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:30:50 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:43:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:55:49 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 3:09:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 3:19:25 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 3:47:14 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 4:11:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 4:24:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 4:42:08 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 4:54:38 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:15:26 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:28:57 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:43:39 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:53:58 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:14:40 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:15:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:29:06 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:39:03 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 6:50:22 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:13:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:13:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:25:43 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 7:38:18 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:16:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:28:38 PM :30 B905605 CNDT0177000H People You Know Futbol

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:41:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 8:54:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:14:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:26:58 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:52:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 9:55:37 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:15:03 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:26:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:42:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 10:42:46 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:00:44 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:12:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:21:59 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:44:38 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:45:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 11:55:59 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:05:07 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:19:36 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:41:01 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 12:54:55 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:14:49 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:15:19 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:25:04 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:42:42 XM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 1:51:30 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:10:02 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:23:52 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:24:22 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:37:32 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:38:02 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 2:51:20 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:17:33 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:25:23 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:28:43 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:40:42 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:51:48 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/29/19 5:52:18 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:07:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:08:34 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:09:04 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:37:48 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:48:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:23:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:35:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:35:52 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:36:22 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:51:51 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 8:55:04 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:19:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:19:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:34:56 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:35:26 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:48:35 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:00:13 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:00:43 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:11:40 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:12:10 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:23:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:23:50 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:36:40 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:48:55 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:21:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:31:17 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:45:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:08:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:20:49 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:32:24 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:47:01 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:11:06 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:11:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:23:38 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:39:05 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:51:20 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:14:10 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:29:54 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:48:35 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:58:40 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 3:11:56 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 3:21:09 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 3:31:08 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 3:45:28 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 4:11:04 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 4:11:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 4:25:22 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 4:40:57 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 4:54:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:16:38 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:31:02 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:45:56 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:54:14 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:54:44 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:18:13 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:18:43 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:43:20 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 6:54:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:17:01 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:17:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:27:58 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:39:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 7:50:19 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 8:15:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 8:28:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 8:40:34 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 8:53:53 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:14:41 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:26:47 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:52:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 9:56:12 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:14:07 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:26:14 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:44:45 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 10:59:53 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:11:30 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:20:38 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:41:02 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:54:56 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 11:55:26 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:07:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:24:57 XM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:41:04 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:54:52 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 12:55:22 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:08:47 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:09:17 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:22:37 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:45:10 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:54:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 1:55:04 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:11:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:22:38 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:23:08 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:38:50 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 2:51:20 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:16:59 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:26:19 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:26:49 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:29:24 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:41:45 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:42:15 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:51:50 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/30/19 5:52:20 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:09:18 AM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:10:18 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:10:49 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:21:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:35:55 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:36:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:52:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:27:51 AM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:28:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:38:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:39:27 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:54:42 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:12:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:24:42 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:54:58 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:15:08 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:26:31 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:27:01 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:45:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:58:09 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:58:39 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:10:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:10:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:22:30 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:35:18 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:48:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:10:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:22:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:36:15 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:51:46 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:19:25 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:33:07 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:49:57 PM 1:00 B905537 CNCG0546000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:10:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:10:48 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:40:55 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:50:36 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:18:28 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:18:58 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:45:13 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 3:02:59 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 3:13:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 3:23:54 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 3:33:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 3:45:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 4:11:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 4:11:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 4:25:58 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 4:43:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 4:54:55 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:14:28 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:26:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:41:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:42:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:53:57 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:17:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:30:31 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:41:17 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 6:54:04 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:15:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:15:40 PM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:29:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:42:20 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 7:54:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:15:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:28:55 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:41:13 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 8:54:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:14:12 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:14:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:27:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:52:19 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 9:55:34 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:16:54 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:25:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 10:45:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:02:36 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:12:44 PM :30 B905552 CNCG0540000H Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:24:04 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:46:00 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 11:57:54 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:08:48 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:09:18 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:41:08 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:55:28 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 12:55:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:12:31 XM :30 B905538 CNCG0547000H Caregiver Assistance_Heroes Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:13:01 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:24:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:41:51 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 1:54:28 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:10:33 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:21:10 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:40:40 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 2:50:36 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:17:24 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:23:17 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:23:47 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:27:28 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:27:58 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:41:20 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:41:50 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 10/31/19 5:50:25 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:10:14 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:10:44 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:11:14 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:11:44 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:26:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:40:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:40:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:52:17 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:28:46 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:38:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:38:45 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:39:15 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:39:45 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:53:53 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:16:26 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:25:40 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:45:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:55:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:11:16 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:11:46 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:26:27 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:26:57 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:53:13 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:04:41 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:05:11 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:39:09 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:51:54 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:10:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:22:16 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:33:00 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:33:30 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:45:56 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:10:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:25:33 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:47:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:10:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:10:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:22:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:41:52 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:16:15 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:16:45 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:27:00 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:56:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 3:08:23 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 3:08:53 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 3:46:19 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 4:10:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 4:25:19 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 4:41:16 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 4:54:43 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:15:43 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:27:26 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:38:27 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:48:39 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:11:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:12:29 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:28:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:39:27 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 6:49:35 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:18:32 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:19:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:32:04 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 7:43:38 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:29:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:41:08 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 8:54:43 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:17:45 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:18:16 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:30:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 9:57:15 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:16:25 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:25:03 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:47:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 10:48:20 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:01:32 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:12:07 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:21:52 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 11:54:31 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:05:05 XM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:05:35 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:18:44 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:40:01 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:40:32 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 12:55:19 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:16:26 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:25:54 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:44:25 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:44:55 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 1:55:15 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:10:07 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:21:59 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:41:07 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 2:50:14 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:16:03 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:25:08 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:25:38 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:29:24 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:29:54 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:30:24 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:41:44 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/01/19 5:50:49 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 11/02/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 8:28:54 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:29:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:14:12 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:14:42 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:23:02 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:23:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:24:02 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:20:44 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:21:44 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:26:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:26:30 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:27:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:31:47 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:28:26 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:39:59 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:40:29 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:54:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:15:51 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:16:21 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:30:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:42:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:55:12 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:07:47 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:20:53 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:35:32 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:49:29 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:16:20 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:49:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 4:04:09 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 4:18:30 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 4:29:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 4:40:44 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 4:53:58 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:24:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:37:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:52:59 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:05:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:15:38 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:16:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 6:47:10 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:04:22 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:20:08 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:43:53 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 7:55:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 8:19:49 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 8:53:14 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:08:17 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:22:46 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:23:46 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:37:51 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:53:21 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 9:53:51 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:10:01 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:26:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:42:18 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 10:43:18 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:21:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:38:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:38:44 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 11:57:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:24:37 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:25:07 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:45:09 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 12:46:09 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:09:47 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:10:17 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:10:28 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:10:58 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:22:14 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:24:52 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:39:07 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:41:19 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:49:07 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 1:54:34 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:16:40 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:17:10 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:34:37 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 2:49:43 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:03:21 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:03:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:13:23 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:13:53 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:24:40 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:25:10 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:37:37 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 3:49:39 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:38:00 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:38:30 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:39:00 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:39:30 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:50:24 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:50:54 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/02/19 5:51:54 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:29:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:14:22 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:14:52 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:15:22 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:15:52 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:24:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:24:52 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:25:22 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:25:52 AM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:40:35 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:41:06 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:50:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:18:39 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:24:57 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:25:27 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:51:10 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:52:10 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:52:41 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:18:07 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:18:37 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:24:59 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:47:14 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:55:00 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:56:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:14:33 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:15:03 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:23:28 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:44:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:52:57 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:53:27 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:28:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:29:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:50:03 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 2:03:55 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:59:27 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 4:27:22 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 4:27:52 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 4:35:46 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 11/03/19 4:46:28 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:00:50 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:23:33 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:45:55 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:21:23 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:21:53 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:37:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:38:00 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 6:52:12 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:05:57 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:14:37 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:24:04 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:36:23 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 7:49:19 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:14:05 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 8:55:27 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:10:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:11:22 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:24:59 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:52:47 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 9:53:17 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:08:00 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:21:05 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:21:35 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 10:46:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:17:56 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:18:26 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:32:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 11:48:22 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:01:45 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:14:00 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:26:18 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:38:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 12:50:24 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:10:07 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:10:37 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:24:35 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:40:04 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:40:34 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 1:49:43 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 2:21:23 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 2:21:54 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 2:37:30 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 2:52:12 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:05:57 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:06:27 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:14:37 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:15:07 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:23:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:24:04 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:36:23 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:48:49 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 3:49:19 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:34:43 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:35:13 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:35:43 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:50:20 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:50:50 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/03/19 5:51:50 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:09:12 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:09:42 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:10:12 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:22:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:52:22 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:25:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:36:50 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:37:20 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:37:50 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:38:20 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:50:04 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:50:34 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:09:53 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:10:23 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:43:52 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:55:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:15:47 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:33:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:33:55 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:47:52 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:58:34 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:59:04 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:20:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:33:30 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:55:19 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:12:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:25:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:50:44 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:10:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:20:21 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:12:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:44:34 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:53:30 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:10:42 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:11:12 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:21:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:31:58 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:47:29 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:59:48 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 4:09:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 4:09:51 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 4:24:54 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 4:42:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 4:55:05 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:13:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:13:55 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:27:46 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:43:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:13:53 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:27:42 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:40:34 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 6:53:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:14:36 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:15:06 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:28:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 7:39:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:15:59 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:28:40 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:41:09 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 8:53:45 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:14:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:27:14 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 9:52:27 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:15:29 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:26:52 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 10:58:52 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:10:36 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:22:45 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:42:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:43:26 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 11:56:24 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:11:42 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:23:06 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:39:21 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:54:24 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 12:54:54 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:09:24 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:09:54 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:21:31 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:43:07 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 1:55:21 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:12:09 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:23:43 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:24:13 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:44:19 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 2:53:30 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:18:48 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60



WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:25:20 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:25:50 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:29:15 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:38:53 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/04/19 5:48:52 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:10:05 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:11:05 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:11:35 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:49:11 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:49:41 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:25:49 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:36:10 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:36:40 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:52:24 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:52:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 8:09:34 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 8:40:16 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 8:49:33 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:14:16 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:43:23 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:52:27 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:52:57 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:11:56 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:24:23 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:24:53 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:41:29 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:54:41 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:55:11 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:17:16 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:17:46 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:27:23 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:27:53 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:35:28 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:40:46 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:46:16 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:46:46 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:46:30 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:53:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:58:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 3:49:38 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 3:53:53 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 3:54:53 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 4:53:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 4:58:25 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:19:16 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:30:07 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:30:37 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:44:59 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:51:56 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 6:30:49 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 7:31:30 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 8:28:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 8:55:06 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:15:34 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 9:53:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:00:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:26:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:27:19 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:42:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 10:56:05 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 11:22:06 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 11:41:04 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 11:53:38 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:05:32 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:18:51 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:41:56 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:42:27 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 12:54:08 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:09:04 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:09:34 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:22:30 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:39:31 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:40:01 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:49:03 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 1:49:33 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 2:11:08 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 2:25:17 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 2:42:11 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 2:51:16 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:18:24 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:23:50 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:27:55 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:38:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:48:50 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/05/19 5:49:21 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 6:09:47 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 6:41:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 6:53:42 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:24:44 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:36:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:36:39 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:37:09 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:53:09 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 8:09:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 8:45:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:12:17 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:24:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:24:46 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:41:16 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:41:46 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:51:33 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:52:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:10:47 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:24:06 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:24:36 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:39:39 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:40:09 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:54:17 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:11:02 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:21:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:14:39 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:15:09 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:26:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:27:13 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:34:54 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:35:24 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:40:29 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:46:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:46:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:44:42 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:51:21 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:56:16 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 3:51:49 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 3:56:23 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 3:57:24 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 4:55:10 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 4:59:11 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 4:59:41 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:20:40 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:30:47 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:31:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:41:11 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:50:05 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 6:40:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:14:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:26:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 7:54:16 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 8:16:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/06/19 8:28:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 8:28:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:14:05 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:26:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 9:58:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:15:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:27:16 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 10:43:29 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:12:18 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:23:02 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:44:11 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 11:55:44 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:22:36 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:40:47 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:00:04 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:00:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:20:33 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:21:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:44:48 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:54:34 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 1:55:04 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 2:41:14 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 2:52:36 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 2:53:06 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 3:00:04 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 3:00:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:54:06 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/06/19 5:54:37 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/07/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:39:40 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:40:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:49:53 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 7:25:55 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 7:50:04 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:01:04 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:01:35 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:13:28 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:39:31 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:52:08 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:11:13 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:11:43 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:41:48 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:51:46 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:52:16 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:11:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:40:28 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:54:13 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:54:43 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:00:04 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:09:39 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:35:30 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:16:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:17:06 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:27:28 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:27:58 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:35:08 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:41:20 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:41:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:46:34 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:47:04 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:44:20 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:50:49 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:56:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 3:51:03 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 3:54:50 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 3:55:50 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 4:55:10 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 4:58:38 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 5:15:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 5:30:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 5:45:09 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 5:54:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:15:46 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:16:32 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 6:53:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 7:28:02 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 7:40:49 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:27:59 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 8:41:38 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:15:18 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:28:07 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 9:58:17 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:15:16 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:26:12 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 10:43:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:00:21 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:12:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:24:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:25:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:41:41 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:42:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 11:57:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:22:59 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:23:29 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:40:58 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 12:54:11 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco



WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:00:04 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:00:34 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:21:59 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:22:29 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:38:46 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 1:52:08 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 2:26:04 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 2:41:24 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 2:53:35 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/07/19 5:55:24 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:38:41 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:39:11 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:39:41 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:40:11 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:00:04 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:26:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:52:53 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:01:34 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:15:26 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:15:56 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:42:45 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:43:15 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:54:11 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:20:20 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:20:50 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:51:49 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:52:19 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:05:56 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:34:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:45:13 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:45:43 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:54:43 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:55:13 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:21:48 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:33:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:54:19 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:54:49 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:09:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:19:43 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:10:12 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:10:42 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:20:20 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:37:15 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:53:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:16:24 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:16:54 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:25:41 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:26:12 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:35:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:45:49 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:56:54 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 3:16:11 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 3:26:31 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 3:45:54 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 4:11:11 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 4:11:41 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 4:40:24 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 4:53:47 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 4:54:17 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:16:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:29:17 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:42:39 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:53:19 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:14:26 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:43:43 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 6:53:38 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:15:15 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:28:11 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:41:53 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 7:42:23 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:16:01 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:28:46 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:40:55 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 8:54:46 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:15:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:30:29 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:30:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:52:27 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:58:01 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 9:58:31 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:14:02 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:25:00 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:43:05 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 10:59:15 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:14:30 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:23:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:23:47 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:41:52 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 11:52:32 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:02:06 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:13:33 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:41:11 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:53:47 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 12:54:17 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:15:26 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:25:03 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:42:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:54:12 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 1:54:42 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:10:12 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:19:20 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:37:00 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 2:52:55 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:18:32 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:25:35 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:28:38 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:38:23 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:38:53 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/08/19 5:48:52 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:29:10 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:29:40 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:08:08 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:08:38 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:24:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:37:53 AM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:38:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:52:32 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:53:02 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:24:12 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:41:28 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:53:20 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:10:57 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:41:57 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:53:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:53:48 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:58:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:45:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:58:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:09:52 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:35:06 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:35:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:47:20 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:12:53 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:40:40 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:41:10 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:54:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 4:10:36 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 4:38:16 PM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 4:38:46 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 4:52:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:04:47 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:16:09 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:47:14 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:47:44 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:00:56 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:14:08 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:26:51 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:41:09 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 6:54:40 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:06:24 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:06:54 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:20:25 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:35:38 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 7:49:59 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:15:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:31:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 8:45:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:02:04 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:15:02 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:15:33 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:31:00 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 9:55:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:11:46 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:21:56 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:34:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 10:45:01 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:19:06 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:32:53 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:45:50 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 11:58:13 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:10:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:23:23 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:23:53 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:36:04 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 12:49:44 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:02:24 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:13:52 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:14:22 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:55:13 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 1:55:44 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:12:00 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:26:12 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:41:22 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:41:52 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:42:22 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 2:55:26 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:15:09 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:42:48 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:43:19 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:52:12 XM :30 B905551 CNCG0090000H Spoon Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 3:52:42 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:35:01 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:35:31 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:36:01 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:50:09 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:50:39 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/09/19 5:51:39 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:12:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:13:22 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:13:52 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:14:22 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:24:28 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:24:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:25:28 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:25:58 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20 Forests are Essential to Life 20

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:40:45 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:16:52 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:17:23 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:23:10 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:23:40 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:41:58 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:51:03 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:52:03 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:52:33 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:18:47 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:19:18 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:25:45 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:26:15 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:54:52 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:55:51 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:14:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:22:40 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:44:45 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:52:43 AM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:53:44 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:28:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:12:57 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:13:27 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:43:55 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:59:12 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:12:51 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:38:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:39:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:53:12 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:07:16 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:20:06 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:20:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:48:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:49:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 4:13:40 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 4:30:20 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 4:45:51 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 4:46:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:07:14 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:07:44 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:29:16 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:41:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:41:30 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:55:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:55:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:06:10 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:19:07 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:49:21 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 6:49:51 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:04:45 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:19:03 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:32:21 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:44:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 7:58:05 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:08:27 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:34:17 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 8:48:57 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:20:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:39:30 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 9:40:00 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:00:12 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:15:59 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:29:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:43:00 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 11/10/19 10:44:00 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 11:18:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 11:44:41 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 11:59:40 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:00:40 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:16:21 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:37:44 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 12:58:51 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:11:45 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:25:27 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:25:57 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:36:15 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 1:48:57 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:15:51 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:16:22 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:30:27 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:42:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 2:55:52 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:07:56 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:08:26 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:21:26 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:21:56 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:34:49 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 3:46:43 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:35:03 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:35:33 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:36:03 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:36:33 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:50:04 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:50:34 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/10/19 5:51:34 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:09:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:10:39 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:11:09 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:41:48 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:52:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:53:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:40:02 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:40:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:41:02 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:41:32 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:53:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:53:56 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:12:07 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:46:25 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:55:25 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:55:55 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 9:17:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 9:50:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 9:59:19 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:16:01 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:16:31 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:29:38 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:30:08 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:54:01 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:54:31 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:20:28 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:31:02 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:48:39 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:08:51 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:20:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:32:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:33:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:48:44 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:11:07 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:26:29 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:41:43 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:14:48 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:30:41 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:42:15 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:55:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 3:14:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 3:24:19 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 3:43:28 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 4:09:36 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 4:24:51 PM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 4:39:56 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 4:54:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:13:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:28:05 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:42:58 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:43:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:15:05 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:31:08 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:41:58 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:53:34 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 6:54:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:19:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:30:56 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 7:52:41 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:16:08 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:41:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 8:55:41 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 9:27:59 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 9:52:29 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:15:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:25:39 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:43:01 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 10:43:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:08:40 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:19:49 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:41:42 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:42:12 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 11:58:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:07:51 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:17:25 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:39:36 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 11/11/19 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:11:37 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:12:07 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:24:57 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:46:10 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 1:55:25 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:11:07 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:25:29 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:41:28 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:51:42 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 2:52:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:16:28 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:27:39 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:40:07 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/11/19 5:51:29 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:09:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:10:07 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:10:37 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:11:08 AM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:25:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:38:53 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:49:14 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:49:44 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:26:10 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:26:40 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:37:42 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:38:12 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:38:42 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:39:12 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:53:14 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:14:41 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:25:30 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:40:23 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:51:02 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:51:32 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:16:43 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:36:56 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:37:26 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:59:38 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:18:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:18:49 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:30:17 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:43:13 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:54:19 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:54:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:13:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:24:39 AM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:34:37 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:49:47 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:17:26 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:31:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:46:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:08:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:09:28 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:19:00 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:39:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:50:15 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:12:36 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:13:06 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:27:06 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:58:46 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 3:10:39 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 3:23:33 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 3:35:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 3:46:17 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 3:46:47 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 4:10:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 4:10:46 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 4:42:03 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 4:54:57 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:15:22 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:15:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:28:09 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:40:06 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:52:28 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:52:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:15:26 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:15:56 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:27:44 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:40:34 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 6:51:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:19:55 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:30:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:40:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 7:40:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:16:03 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:29:14 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:41:33 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 8:54:05 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:14:36 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:27:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 9:58:13 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:14:57 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 10:57:09 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:18:32 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:42:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 11:58:34 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:10:51 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:21:05 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:40:16 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:40:47 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 12:54:18 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:14:11 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:14:41 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:39:38 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:51:02 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 1:51:32 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:18:00 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:38:52 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:50:15 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 2:50:45 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:16:05 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:25:10 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:28:43 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/12/19 5:40:22 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:11:37 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:12:08 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:37:51 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:38:21 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:48:28 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:48:58 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:29:03 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:29:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:38:44 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:39:14 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:39:44 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:53:23 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:53:53 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:13:23 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:13:53 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:25:36 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:39:33 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:52:31 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:14:20 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:14:50 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:27:48 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:28:18 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:43:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:56:31 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:10:07 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:20:08 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:20:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:53:21 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:10:21 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:34:42 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:15:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:27:42 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:40:30 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:10:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:10:38 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:21:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:39:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:52:07 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:14:25 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:25:02 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:36:32 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:52:30 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 3:05:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 3:06:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 3:17:16 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 3:29:57 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 4:42:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 4:54:46 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:14:07 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:14:37 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:41:03 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:41:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:50:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:14:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:28:11 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:41:32 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:42:02 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 6:53:13 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:16:39 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 7:17:09 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:15:48 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:28:35 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 11/13/19 8:40:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:15:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:16:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 9:28:44 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:13:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:25:33 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 10:45:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:01:54 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:14:51 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:23:57 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:41:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:41:32 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 11:53:45 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:03:36 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:20:00 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:41:22 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 12:53:52 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:12:53 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:13:23 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:25:50 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:39:18 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:39:48 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:52:01 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 1:52:31 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:10:08 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:20:28 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:39:07 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 2:52:07 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:19:15 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:24:17 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:28:33 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/13/19 5:51:14 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:09:57 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:10:27 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:10:57 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:11:27 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:37:10 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:37:40 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:51:36 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:25:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:26:10 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:35:49 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:36:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:36:49 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:37:19 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:50:59 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:51:29 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:10:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:19:18 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:39:47 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:50:03 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:50:33 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:15:49 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:16:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:32:58 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:45:16 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:54:26 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:03:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:04:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:20:13 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:35:04 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:50:37 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:10:27 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:21:22 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:32:25 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:17:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:09:45 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:10:15 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:21:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:42:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:53:37 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:12:06 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:25:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:35:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:51:27 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 3:02:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 3:21:03 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 3:32:17 PM :15 B905591 CNGA0355000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 3:41:35 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 4:10:40 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 4:40:39 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:13:51 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:14:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:27:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:40:44 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:55:08 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:07:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 6:28:21 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:20:23 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:25:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 7:26:03 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 8:47:02 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:04:45 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:20:00 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:43:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 9:43:52 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:20:21 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 10:45:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:01:40 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:12:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:21:35 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:42:55 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 11:53:51 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:03:47 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:04:17 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:19:40 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:39:25 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:39:55 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 12:54:21 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:09:47 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:19:32 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:39:02 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 1:50:04 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:11:53 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:12:24 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:23:19 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:40:59 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:52:16 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 2:52:46 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:17:25 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:23:15 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/14/19 5:51:17 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:08:50 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:09:20 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:09:50 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:10:20 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:21:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:39:08 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:39:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:51:04 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:51:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 7:24:00 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 7:24:30 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 7:38:58 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 7:52:26 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:15:04 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:43:27 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:51:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:51:59 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:16:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:16:56 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:30:51 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:31:21 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:14:06 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:14:36 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:25:21 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:36:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:49:50 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:50:20 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:09:35 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:20:17 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:43:42 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:44:12 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:07:57 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:31:23 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:46:59 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:20:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:38:33 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:48:13 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:15:44 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:27:15 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:41:33 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:56:13 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 3:11:31 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 3:24:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 3:50:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 4:21:10 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 4:38:14 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 4:56:54 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:11:00 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:45:09 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:46:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:24:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:36:04 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:42:55 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:43:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:48:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 6:58:40 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 7:57:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:02:07 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 8:07:46 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:03:01 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:20:13 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 9:59:36 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:20:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:32:52 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 10:55:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:12:22 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:12:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:26:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:47:46 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 11:48:16 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:01:16 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:14:13 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:24:54 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:41:33 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 12:54:57 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:14:56 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:25:03 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:42:30 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:54:12 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 1:54:42 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:09:50 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:20:00 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:39:38 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:40:08 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 2:51:04 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:24:57 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:41:00 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/15/19 5:51:52 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 7:59:40 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:07:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:08:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:22:31 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:37:32 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:55:07 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:55:37 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:11:47 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:23:12 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:23:42 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:42:34 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:43:04 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:52:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:29:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:59:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 11:24:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:49:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:49:47 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:53:05 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:53:35 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:54:05 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:54:37 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:58:28 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:14:40 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:15:10 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:27:50 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:28:20 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:33:53 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:37:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:41:20 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:41:50 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:45:37 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:46:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 4:57:27 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:14:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:56:30 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 



WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:25:01 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:38:13 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 6:53:49 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 7:07:32 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 7:08:03 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 7:20:52 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 7:47:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 8:21:20 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:02:27 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:14:19 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:26:32 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 9:51:15 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:21:20 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:22:20 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:35:51 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:50:15 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 10:50:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 11:06:57 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 11:21:45 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 11:38:35 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 11:56:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:12:09 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:12:39 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 12:49:14 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:02:37 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:16:08 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:31:56 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:41:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:42:03 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:53:41 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 1:54:12 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:09:25 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:20:04 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:49:25 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 2:50:25 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:07:27 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:07:57 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:08:27 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:24:19 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 3:42:01 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:36:46 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:37:17 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:37:47 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:50:53 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:51:53 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/16/19 5:52:23 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:12:34 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:13:04 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:13:34 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:14:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:23:49 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:24:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:24:49 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:25:20 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20 Forests are Essential to Life 20

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:40:25 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:40:55 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:53:30 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:14:22 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:14:53 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:23:51 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:52:07 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:53:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:18:37 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:24:39 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:25:09 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:54:47 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:55:17 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:56:17 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:14:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:22:54 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:52:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:53:01 AM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:28:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:58:54 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:14:12 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:25:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:40:01 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:52:20 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:16:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:17:20 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:23:56 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:24:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:33:58 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:37:22 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:44:04 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:44:34 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:47:49 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:48:49 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 4:56:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:10:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:22:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:37:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:45:55 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:56:18 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:56:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:51:22 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:52:22 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:55:43 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 6:56:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 7:00:59 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:57:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 8:58:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:02:05 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:03:05 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:07:31 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 9:58:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:01:38 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 10:41:08 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 11:11:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 11:45:01 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:15:06 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:28:03 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:28:33 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:40:12 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 12:53:07 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:07:26 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:07:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:19:49 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:33:48 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 1:48:23 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:16:57 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:17:27 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:31:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:32:16 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 2:42:09 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:03:03 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:03:33 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:23:43 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:24:14 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:42:38 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 3:43:37 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:34:23 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:34:53 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:35:23 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:49:36 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:50:36 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/17/19 5:51:06 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:09:42 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:10:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:10:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:11:13 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:39:29 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:39:59 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 7:37:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 7:37:32 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 7:38:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 7:50:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:09:02 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:45:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:45:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:55:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 9:16:16 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 9:53:07 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:07:41 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:08:11 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:18:22 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:32:15 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:43:39 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:53:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:53:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:27:50 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:55:57 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:12:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:21:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:31:33 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:11:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:41:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:52:12 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:14:39 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:15:09 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:26:38 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:34:08 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:37:31 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 3:40:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 3:41:14 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 3:44:42 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 11/18/19 4:56:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:12:53 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:13:23 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:26:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:43:14 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:16:22 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 6:53:49 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 7:19:32 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:16:30 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:28:45 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 8:54:06 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 9:15:39 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 9:58:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:15:27 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 10:49:27 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:11:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:22:44 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:40:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:57:11 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 11:57:41 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:09:10 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:20:47 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:40:55 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:41:26 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 12:54:03 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:08:32 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:09:02 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:22:37 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:45:10 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:54:34 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 1:55:04 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:11:38 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:20:10 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:20:40 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:40:57 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 2:52:12 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:18:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:19:06 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:25:07 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:29:12 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:40:40 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/18/19 5:50:45 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:10:28 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:10:58 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:21:32 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:39:16 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:54:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:22:57 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:32:11 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:51:32 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:12:46 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:42:36 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:54:58 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 9:14:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 9:15:25 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 9:29:30 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 10:00:01 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 10:30:47 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 10:31:17 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:09:37 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:33:14 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:33:44 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:43:40 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:10:42 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:21:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:21:38 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:33:15 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:47:41 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:10:44 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:22:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:40:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:50:07 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:17:56 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:30:48 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:45:30 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:57:27 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 3:07:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 3:48:28 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 4:10:31 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 4:24:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 4:41:02 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:15:49 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:28:07 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:40:55 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:53:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:13:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:26:33 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:52:02 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 6:57:49 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:10:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:23:29 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 7:33:06 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:25:27 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:29:32 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 8:35:33 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 9:29:22 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 10:25:38 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 10:30:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:32:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:33:07 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:37:07 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 11:51:03 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:00:09 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:21:40 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:22:10 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:32:35 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:40:32 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 12:54:26 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:12:16 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:12:46 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:24:41 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:41:51 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 1:54:28 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:21:12 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:21:42 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:39:18 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:39:48 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:49:37 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 2:50:07 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:16:15 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:23:57 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:27:48 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:28:48 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:41:40 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:51:45 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/19/19 5:52:15 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:09:53 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:11:23 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:39:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:54:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:26:55 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:27:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:39:12 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:39:42 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:44:40 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:45:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:55:14 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:55:45 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 9:15:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 9:33:02 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 9:33:32 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:01:51 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:02:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:12:35 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:13:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:24:45 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:44:41 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:54:06 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:08:39 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:20:48 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:45:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:20:11 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:20:41 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:31:21 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:31:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:48:23 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:12:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:12:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:24:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:41:07 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:51:18 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:51:48 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:20:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:21:17 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:32:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:43:17 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:58:15 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 3:12:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 3:39:19 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 4:11:42 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 4:12:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 4:41:14 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 4:55:16 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:13:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:42:59 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:52:30 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:14:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:15:01 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:27:55 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 6:41:05 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:16:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 7:28:15 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:16:25 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 8:29:14 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 9:14:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 11/20/19 9:52:19 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 10:24:46 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:13:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:23:11 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:23:41 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:41:20 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 11:53:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:03:59 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:19:05 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:41:42 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 12:55:19 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:16:26 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:44:25 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 1:55:45 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:12:30 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:23:33 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:40:52 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:41:22 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:51:18 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 2:51:48 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:16:08 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:16:38 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:24:39 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:28:45 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:29:45 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:41:39 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:51:45 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/20/19 5:52:15 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:10:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:11:32 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:12:02 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:24:46 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:39:53 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:40:23 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:52:38 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:53:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:24:07 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:35:20 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:35:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:36:20 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:36:50 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:53:09 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:09:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:21:17 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:43:52 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:16:08 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:30:16 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:30:46 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:55:46 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:56:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:09:38 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:10:08 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:24:24 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:54:32 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:13:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:25:01 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:37:26 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:11:35 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:28:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:48:57 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:10:29 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:23:47 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:41:39 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:53:49 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:25:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:52:10 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 3:03:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 3:20:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 3:30:50 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 3:45:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 4:11:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 4:54:28 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:13:14 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:13:44 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:27:47 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:42:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:53:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:14:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:43:48 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 6:53:50 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 7:41:23 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:16:19 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:29:38 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 8:55:40 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:15:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 9:57:48 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:15:08 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:26:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 10:41:28 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:19:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:43:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 11:53:54 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:04:30 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:18:05 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:41:09 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 12:54:23 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:09:24 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:21:32 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:43:07 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 1:55:21 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:10:29 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:22:47 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:23:17 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:41:24 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 2:53:19 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:17:24 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:25:04 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:25:34 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:29:05 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:30:05 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:41:35 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:42:05 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/21/19 5:50:40 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:09:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:10:12 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:10:42 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:11:13 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:37:00 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:48:20 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:26:14 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:51:59 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:52:29 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:09:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:40:16 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:49:03 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:49:33 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:12:45 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:29:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:30:25 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:44:02 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:55:27 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:06:32 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:20:47 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:21:18 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:40:46 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:55:18 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:10:39 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:23:46 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:51:37 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:09:25 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:21:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:31:21 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:48:59 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:43:49 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:44:19 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:52:38 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:13:17 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:32:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 11/22/19 3:00:03 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 3:00:33 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 3:09:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 3:34:16 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 3:46:10 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 4:09:46 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 4:40:16 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 4:53:59 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:43:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:54:18 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:15:52 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:16:22 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:40:34 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 6:52:53 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:20:57 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:34:16 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 7:55:33 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:17:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 8:42:16 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 9:58:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:15:24 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:26:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 10:49:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:24:15 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:45:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 11:57:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:11:48 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:22:25 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:39:46 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 12:53:51 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:09:04 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:09:34 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:22:30 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:39:31 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:49:03 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 1:49:33 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:13:09 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:24:42 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:43:34 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 2:52:38 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:17:07 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:17:37 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:24:52 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:25:23 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:28:58 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:29:58 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:42:21 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:42:51 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/22/19 5:51:26 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 8:58:55 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:13:52 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:23:02 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:23:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:24:02 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:20:55 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:21:25 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:21:55 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:22:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:26:11 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:26:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:27:11 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:32:06 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 11:28:27 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 12:29:43 PM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:04:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:14:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:30:13 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:31:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:41:56 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:55:47 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:18:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:41:22 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 4:31:55 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:06:22 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:24:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:44:57 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 6:56:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 7:01:23 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 8:46:54 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:21:26 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 9:52:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:19:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 10:50:12 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 11:05:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 11:19:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 11:45:21 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 11:59:25 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 12:09:17 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 12:09:47 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 12:21:15 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 12:49:18 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:20:31 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:21:01 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:35:13 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:36:13 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 1:46:26 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:00:47 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:01:17 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:23:01 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:23:31 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:45:22 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 2:46:22 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:14:18 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:14:48 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:24:34 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:42:13 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 3:50:30 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:36:50 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:37:20 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:38:20 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:49:35 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:50:05 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/23/19 5:51:05 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:11:47 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:12:17 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:12:47 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:13:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:24:21 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:24:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:25:22 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:25:52 AM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:40:38 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:41:08 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:50:33 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:15:42 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:16:12 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:22:37 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:49:46 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:50:46 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:18:35 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:19:06 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:25:56 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:55:21 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 10:14:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 10:23:18 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 10:53:06 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:29:39 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:28:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:16:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:34:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:49:43 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:03:36 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:13:23 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:24:39 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:49:39 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:28:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:44:35 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:54:54 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:55:24 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 4:07:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 4:25:37 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 4:26:07 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 4:40:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 4:52:56 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:07:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:20:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:15:32 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:28:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 6:51:33 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:04:32 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 7:47:55 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:17:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:31:13 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 8:57:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:10:00 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:23:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 9:48:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 10:16:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 10:27:50 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:16:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:17:00 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:34:27 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 11:49:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:03:36 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:13:53 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:24:39 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:37:52 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 12:49:39 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:10:32 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:11:02 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:23:34 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:43:11 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 1:52:22 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:15:32 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:16:03 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:27:56 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:38:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 2:51:03 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:04:32 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:05:02 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:20:05 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:20:35 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:35:05 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 3:47:25 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:36:15 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:36:45 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:37:15 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:48:36 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:49:06 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/24/19 5:49:36 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:13:15 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:14:16 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:14:46 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:37:21 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:37:51 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:51:41 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:52:11 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:27:32 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:38:39 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:39:09 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:39:39 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:40:09 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:53:01 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:10:43 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:11:14 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:43:41 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:54:37 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:20:13 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:37:46 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:50:37 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:01:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:15:27 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:15:57 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:28:57 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:23:39 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:37:38 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:54:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:11:16 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:36:14 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:13:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:13:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:40:49 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:52:46 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:17:45 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:35:00 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:56:14 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 3:06:05 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 3:21:19 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 3:47:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 4:10:07 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 4:41:19 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 4:55:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:13:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:14:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:42:23 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:53:07 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:15:31 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:42:28 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 6:52:10 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:15:40 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:16:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:26:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 7:37:50 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:16:01 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:29:13 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:42:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:43:27 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 8:56:22 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:16:22 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:28:36 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 9:57:34 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:14:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 10:44:19 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:00:03 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:12:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:23:32 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:24:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:41:35 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:42:05 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 11:55:20 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:05:12 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:20:45 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:40:07 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:40:38 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 12:53:28 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:10:14 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:10:44 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:26:16 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:42:56 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 1:53:52 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:14:16 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:24:30 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:37:51 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:38:21 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 2:51:41 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:17:43 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:18:13 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:24:11 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:24:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:41:04 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:49:08 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/25/19 5:49:39 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 Marco

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:11:13 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:11:43 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:39:13 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:39:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:50:17 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:50:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:23:46 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:35:16 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:35:46 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:36:16 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:52:25 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:16:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:16:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:39:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:40:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 9:14:51 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 9:24:48 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 9:53:20 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 10:24:03 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 10:42:34 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 10:55:18 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/26/19 11:40:41 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:17:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:17:41 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:27:36 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:28:36 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:34:42 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:35:12 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:40:31 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:45:47 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:46:17 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:45:11 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:51:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:56:27 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 3:51:44 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 3:56:09 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 3:57:09 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 4:57:44 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:01:58 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:23:06 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:35:08 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:35:38 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:44:37 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:52:15 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 6:29:57 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:18:36 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:39:01 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 7:39:31 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:16:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 8:53:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 9:13:36 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 10:13:59 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 10:59:27 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 11:23:52 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 11:44:00 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 11:44:30 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:07:35 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:22:06 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:39:37 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 12:53:48 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:15:54 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:16:24 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:25:09 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:39:39 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:40:09 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 1:52:59 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 2:11:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 2:22:18 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 2:39:43 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 2:50:17 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:18:07 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:25:31 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:26:01 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:41:04 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/26/19 5:49:09 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:12:57 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:13:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:14:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:39:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:39:58 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:51:26 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:25:01 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:25:31 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:36:14 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:36:44 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:37:14 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:37:44 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:53:20 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:53:50 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 8:46:02 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 8:46:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 8:55:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:11:27 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:20:10 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:41:49 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:42:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:52:30 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:11:26 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:26:33 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:41:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:54:03 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 11:10:01 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:16:39 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:17:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:27:26 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:27:56 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:34:47 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:40:41 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:41:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:46:09 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:46:31 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:53:06 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:57:47 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 3:55:06 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 3:59:06 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 4:00:06 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 4:58:37 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 4:59:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:02:49 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:03:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:23:39 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:34:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:35:08 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:43:56 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:52:12 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:19:58 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:43:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 6:53:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:18:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:33:31 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/27/19 7:43:19 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 8:15:52 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 8:55:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:13:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:25:57 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:52:26 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 9:58:06 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:15:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:26:38 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:45:59 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 10:59:02 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 11:54:46 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:04:19 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:19:07 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:41:26 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:41:56 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 12:56:03 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:13:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:14:10 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:25:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:45:47 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 1:54:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 2:23:44 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 2:39:58 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 2:40:28 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 2:50:55 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:18:41 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:24:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:25:07 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:28:42 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:41:31 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/27/19 5:49:36 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:09:21 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:10:21 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:10:51 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:40:40 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:54:29 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:24:48 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:36:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:37:08 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:37:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:49:47 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:50:17 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:18:37 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:31:48 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:32:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:56:36 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:57:06 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:07:56 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:22:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:22:59 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:47:04 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:24:05 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:24:35 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:38:30 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:57:03 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 11:11:06 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 11:46:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:20:13 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:20:43 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:27:43 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:28:43 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:35:16 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:40:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:45:04 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:45:34 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:44:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:50:42 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:56:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 3:53:29 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 3:57:16 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 3:58:17 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:00:54 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:21:14 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:33:19 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:10:18 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 6:49:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:32:30 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:33:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 7:47:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:00:48 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:13:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:26:40 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:40:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 8:54:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:06:58 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:17:30 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 9:43:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:14:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 10:50:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 11:09:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 11:26:59 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 11:46:24 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:00:41 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:01:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:12:50 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:40:55 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:41:55 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:54:03 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish



WUTH-TV 11/28/19 12:54:33 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:23:16 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:41:22 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 1:51:55 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 2:40:25 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 2:53:59 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:44:18 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:44:48 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:56:14 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/28/19 5:56:44 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:38:00 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:39:00 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:39:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:52:53 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:00:34 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:27:05 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:50:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:50:53 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:13:28 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:39:26 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:39:56 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:49:20 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:20:27 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:51:46 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:01:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:12:18 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:22:56 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:41:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:41:30 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:10:02 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:31:39 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:00:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:11:38 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:33:18 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:47:43 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:40:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:00:04 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:17:36 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:43:09 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 3:01:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 3:26:56 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 3:39:34 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 3:40:19 PM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 3:49:31 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 4:10:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 4:10:31 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 4:40:27 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:39:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:52:41 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 6:53:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:26:48 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 7:41:40 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:17:01 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:29:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:55:11 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 8:55:41 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:25:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 11/29/19 9:57:44 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:14:35 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:25:58 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:43:31 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:44:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 10:59:52 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:10:49 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:21:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:44:03 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:44:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 11:59:07 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:14:28 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:24:49 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:40:01 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:54:26 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 12:54:56 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:12:28 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:12:58 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:23:42 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:39:11 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:49:20 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 1:49:50 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:08:10 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:18:55 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:19:25 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:38:30 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 2:52:53 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:17:24 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:24:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:25:24 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:41:03 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:41:33 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:49:08 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/29/19 5:49:38 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 11/30/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:28:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:58:55 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:13:12 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:22:41 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:23:11 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:21:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:21:45 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:22:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:26:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:26:54 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:29:51 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:42:06 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:54:53 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:18:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:33:00 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:01:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:14:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:26:10 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:40:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:54:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:06:58 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:17:00 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:43:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:57:59 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 4:13:40 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 4:54:07 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:46:58 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:00:10 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:14:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:26:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:39:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:39:36 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 7:49:02 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:13:09 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:44:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 8:58:30 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:11:03 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:25:57 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:39:25 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 9:53:13 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:18:06 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:43:28 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 10:43:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:19:04 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:35:26 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 11:48:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:01:55 XM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:11:29 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:11:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:23:16 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:37:08 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:48:59 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 12:49:29 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:20:39 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:32:50 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:47:55 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 1:59:35 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:00:05 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:13:57 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:26:22 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:39:30 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 2:52:16 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:06:21 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:18:58 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:42:42 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 3:51:52 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:35:51 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:36:21 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:36:51 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:37:21 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:52:34 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:53:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:53:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 11/30/19 5:54:04 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:12:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:13:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:13:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:14:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:23:01 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:23:31 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:24:01 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:24:31 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:51:49 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:11:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:23:10 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:47:46 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:54:51 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:55:51 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:18:14 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:25:42 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:54:38 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:55:38 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:14:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:14:41 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:23:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:52:51 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:53:52 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 12:59:40 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:17:32 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:18:02 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:35:29 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:35:59 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:12:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:12:41 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:30:52 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:46:19 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:47:19 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:18:03 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:33:02 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:45:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:45:40 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:57:44 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:10:03 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:23:37 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:37:16 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:50:50 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:03:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:15:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:45:32 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:46:03 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:01:42 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:15:47 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:32:14 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:32:44 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 6:45:02 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:01:14 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:12:35 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:25:16 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 7:52:27 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:04:54 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 8:16:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:02:02 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:18:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 9:50:32 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:01:04 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:12:25 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:26:12 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:39:17 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 10:50:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:18:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:18:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:32:31 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:45:10 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 11:57:44 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 12:37:16 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 12:37:46 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 12:50:30 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:03:31 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:14:41 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:41:14 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 1:53:27 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:32:22 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:47:35 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 2:48:35 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:10:10 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:27:55 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:28:25 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 3:47:18 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:00:04 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:00:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 4:01:05 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:49:56 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:50:26 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:51:26 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/01/19 5:59:54 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:24:43 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:25:13 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:25:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:37:27 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:52:03 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:35:25 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:53:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:53:42 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:54:12 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:22:25 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:22:55 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:43:25 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:52:50 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:53:21 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:00:49 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:37:56 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:54:36 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:03:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:42:41 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:00:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:23:50 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:38:21 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:51:33 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:22:34 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:32:42 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:49:46 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:00:04 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:00:34 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:22:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:23:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:41:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:51:57 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:00:04 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:23:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:24:06 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:34:37 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 3:21:12 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 3:21:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 3:45:42 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 4:12:05 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 4:12:35 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 4:41:50 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 4:54:51 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:14:36 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:42:55 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:53:23 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:14:33 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:29:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 6:43:39 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:15:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:27:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 7:39:26 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:16:02 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:28:07 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:53:52 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 8:54:22 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:13:50 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:27:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:53:00 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 9:58:10 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:13:30 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:25:56 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:44:37 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:45:07 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 10:57:44 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:09:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:21:19 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60



WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:41:03 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:41:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:56:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 11:56:33 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:08:34 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:21:36 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:42:05 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:42:35 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 12:55:06 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:11:08 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:11:38 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:22:24 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:43:10 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 1:52:51 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:09:01 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:21:54 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:22:24 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:41:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 2:51:57 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:18:27 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:25:08 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:28:38 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:41:34 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/02/19 5:49:20 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:07:38 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:08:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:09:08 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:22:44 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:35:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:51:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:23:22 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:34:10 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:34:40 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:35:10 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:50:38 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:51:08 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:18:23 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:26:58 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:42:30 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:43:00 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:53:29 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:53:59 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:16:09 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:32:52 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:50:32 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:02:39 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:18:26 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:19:11 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:30:39 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:43:40 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:53:12 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:10:00 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:22:23 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:31:57 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:48:46 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:08:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:20:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:30:45 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:31:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:47:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:11:41 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:22:06 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:41:15 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:51:14 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:14:34 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:27:34 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:36:46 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:49:11 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:00:54 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:19:29 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:31:54 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:42:24 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:42:54 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15



WUTH-TV 12/03/19 4:11:03 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 4:25:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 4:40:54 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 4:55:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:14:05 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:29:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:42:54 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:53:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:14:12 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:29:36 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:44:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 6:54:30 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:19:42 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:30:56 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:40:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 7:54:25 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:16:18 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:28:55 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:41:27 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 8:54:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:14:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:15:05 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:27:02 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:52:35 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 9:58:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:15:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:26:15 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:43:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 10:56:12 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:08:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:20:23 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:44:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:45:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 11:57:55 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:41:03 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 12:54:35 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:17:38 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:42:15 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:42:45 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 1:53:29 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:11:42 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:41:00 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 2:51:14 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 3:59:55 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:17:02 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:24:08 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:24:38 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:28:08 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:41:38 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:42:08 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:49:24 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/03/19 5:49:54 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:12:51 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:13:22 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:13:52 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:14:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:24:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:42:33 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:52:30 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:25:41 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:36:42 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:37:13 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:37:43 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:38:13 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:50:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:50:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:14:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:26:19 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:43:05 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:53:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:13:48 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:14:18 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:31:44 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:49:07 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:00:23 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:14:13 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:14:43 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:28:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:43:21 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:52:50 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:09:54 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:21:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:30:35 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:45:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:09:07 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:24:05 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:39:44 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:52:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:09:14 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:22:45 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:39:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:53:32 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:17:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:27:53 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:36:51 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:49:17 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 3:17:32 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 3:18:02 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 3:35:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 3:48:50 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 3:59:51 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 4:18:09 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 4:18:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 4:28:38 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/04/19 4:38:15 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 4:52:20 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:12:16 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:12:46 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:25:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:43:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:53:52 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:17:00 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:17:30 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:32:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:42:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:42:50 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 6:51:37 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:17:59 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:28:31 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:29:01 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:38:12 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 7:53:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:16:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:29:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:41:29 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 8:54:27 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:14:38 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:27:40 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:52:20 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 9:58:09 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:14:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:26:41 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:44:19 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 10:56:56 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:07:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:23:32 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:41:37 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:42:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 11:58:45 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:09:52 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:20:47 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:39:31 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:53:37 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 12:54:07 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:13:56 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:14:26 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:26:18 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:42:20 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 1:53:17 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:09:45 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:21:46 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:22:16 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:38:19 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 2:53:32 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:18:53 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:26:43 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/04/19 5:49:45 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:08:58 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:09:58 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:10:28 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:21:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:40:45 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:51:42 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:52:12 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:23:52 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:34:59 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:35:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:36:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:36:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:48:27 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:10:35 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:11:05 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:23:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:44:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:19:30 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:37:56 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:48:58 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:59:58 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:00:28 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:12:35 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:13:05 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:25:32 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:42:58 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:53:30 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:12:37 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:24:00 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:35:14 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:52:42 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:21:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:32:27 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:46:38 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:08:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:24:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:39:41 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:50:19 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:16:22 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:16:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:28:09 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:38:01 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:51:18 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:17:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:18:26 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:33:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:46:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:59:13 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 3:59:43 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 4:14:06 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 4:27:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 4:38:30 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 4:52:52 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:13:05 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:39:58 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:53:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:16:04 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:16:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:29:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:40:29 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:52:27 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 6:52:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:16:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:26:46 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:40:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 7:55:12 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:16:06 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:29:36 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 8:54:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:14:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:14:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 9:26:29 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:15:23 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:43:17 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 10:55:57 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:10:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:23:58 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:43:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:44:28 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 11:59:00 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:08:57 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:09:27 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:19:40 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:40:36 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:10:21 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:10:51 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:23:54 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 1:53:29 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:08:43 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:23:22 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:39:26 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 2:49:49 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:10:42 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:11:12 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:22:02 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:28:06 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:28:36 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:41:39 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:42:09 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/05/19 5:49:25 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:11:22 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:12:22 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:12:52 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:24:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:39:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:40:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:52:08 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:23:51 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:24:21 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:35:40 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:53:01 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:53:31 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:12:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:23:57 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:41:13 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:55:46 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:22:34 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:23:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:34:51 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:48:30 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:01:22 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:18:07 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:18:37 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:31:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:31:39 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:43:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:53:51 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:08:53 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:22:23 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:30:57 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:47:05 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:09:44 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:20:57 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:32:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:49:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:12:51 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:23:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:41:07 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:51:05 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:14:10 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:14:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:25:04 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:36:23 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:49:33 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 3:18:20 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 3:18:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 3:37:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 3:49:16 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 3:58:30 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 4:14:41 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 4:29:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 4:38:59 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 4:52:42 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:16:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:31:34 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:52:43 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:16:37 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:30:26 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:43:20 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 6:53:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:17:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:30:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:41:10 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 7:53:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:16:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:29:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:41:28 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 8:54:20 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:14:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:27:16 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:51:43 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 9:57:37 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:16:44 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:25:17 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 10:44:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:00:19 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:11:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:20:51 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:42:16 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 11:58:15 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:13:20 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:24:58 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:41:38 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:54:38 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 12:55:08 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:12:11 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:12:41 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:23:56 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:40:28 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 1:55:47 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:13:22 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:22:45 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:40:22 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 2:50:35 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:17:20 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:24:55 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:25:26 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:29:01 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:29:31 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:42:08 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/06/19 5:49:24 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:13:43 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:22:43 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:23:14 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:23:44 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:21:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:21:50 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:22:20 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:26:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:27:02 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:27:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:32:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:28:27 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:54:45 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:20:40 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:37:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:38:32 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:54:09 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:12:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:13:34 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:26:39 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:27:09 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:40:44 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 4:10:30 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 4:54:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 4:54:56 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:10:50 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:11:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:26:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:42:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:43:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:02:25 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:15:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:47:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:47:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 6:59:57 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:14:17 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:28:07 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:42:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 7:55:01 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:07:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:08:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:22:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:35:20 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 8:48:08 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:22:21 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:39:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:39:43 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 9:55:20 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:12:49 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:27:24 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:40:47 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 10:41:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:23:08 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:23:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:43:24 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 11:55:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:04:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:17:43 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:30:21 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:40:50 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:50:56 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 12:51:26 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:03:59 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:17:40 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:50:15 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/07/19 1:50:45 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:08:58 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:26:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:27:29 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:46:54 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 2:47:24 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:00:41 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:13:06 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:40:51 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:41:21 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:52:38 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 3:53:08 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:32:30 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:33:00 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:34:00 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:51:13 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:52:13 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/07/19 5:52:43 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:29:25 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:12:45 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:13:16 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:13:46 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:14:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:25:01 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:25:31 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:26:01 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:26:31 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:43:55 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:54:33 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:15:04 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:15:35 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:22:11 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:44:55 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:51:32 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:52:02 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:52:32 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:17:17 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:25:09 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:47:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:54:12 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:55:12 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:14:52 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:23:16 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:44:42 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:52:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:53:31 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:13:11 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:24:22 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:47:45 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:01:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:14:08 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:27:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:41:09 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:54:55 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:06:39 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:07:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:21:10 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:35:54 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:49:58 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:23:48 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:24:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:41:24 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:58:11 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:14:17 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:14:47 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:31:25 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:46:20 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:16:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:16:45 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:30:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:44:30 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 6:56:19 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:09:17 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:23:35 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:38:21 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 7:52:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:04:39 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:17:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:47:39 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 8:48:09 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:01:42 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:14:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:14:55 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:27:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:38:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:51:21 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 9:51:51 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:05:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:05:40 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:16:54 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:30:26 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 10:46:58 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:13:12 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:26:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:26:37 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:39:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 11:52:59 PM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:20:58 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:21:29 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:35:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:35:44 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 12:48:53 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:21:15 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:21:45 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:40:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 1:51:47 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:40:54 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:41:24 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:58:11 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:58:41 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 2:59:11 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:14:17 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:31:25 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:31:56 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 3:45:50 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:00:05 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 4:01:05 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:50:06 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:50:36 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:51:36 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/08/19 5:59:54 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 6:25:06 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 6:26:06 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:36:14 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:51:55 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:52:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:52:55 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:53:25 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:00:04 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:22:21 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:41:59 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:53:38 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:37:45 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:52:17 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:15:32 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:28:08 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:42:26 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:53:44 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:10:03 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:21:11 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:32:25 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:50:50 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:09:59 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:21:48 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:22:18 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:35:37 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:47:44 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:10:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:22:42 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:40:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:51:37 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:18:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:19:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:37:03 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:44:51 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:45:21 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:53:05 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 3:17:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 3:35:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 3:46:08 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 3:58:29 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 4:13:24 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 4:27:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 4:38:59 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 4:51:57 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:14:42 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:28:20 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:42:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:53:10 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 12/09/19 6:12:49 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 6:42:16 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 6:52:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:16:39 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:31:24 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:42:51 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 7:54:15 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:16:18 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:29:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:41:01 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 8:54:23 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:14:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:27:52 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:52:27 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 9:57:48 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:15:30 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:26:37 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:44:00 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:55:11 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 10:55:41 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:07:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:22:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:40:22 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 11:53:21 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:05:40 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:19:49 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:41:19 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 12:54:51 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:09:33 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:10:03 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:21:50 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:41:44 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:42:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 1:53:08 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:12:59 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:23:36 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:40:50 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 12/09/19 2:52:20 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:20:02 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:24:54 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:28:50 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:29:20 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:29:50 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:39:17 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:39:47 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:51:06 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/09/19 5:51:36 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:08:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:08:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:09:03 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:09:33 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:40:20 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:40:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:53:18 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:53:48 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:24:19 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:24:49 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:34:07 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:34:37 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:35:07 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:35:37 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:53:33 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:12:11 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:12:41 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:43:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:44:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:53:56 AM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 9:14:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 9:51:59 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:10:26 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:24:30 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:41:55 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:54:37 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 11:10:03 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 11:34:40 AM :15 B905591 CNGA0355000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:17:18 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:17:48 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:27:28 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:28:28 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:34:47 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:35:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:40:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:46:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:46:48 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:44:16 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:50:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:55:58 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 3:52:39 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 3:57:22 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 3:58:22 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 4:57:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:02:07 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:21:37 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:31:33 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:32:03 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:44:10 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:44:40 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:52:52 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 6:26:55 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 7:27:51 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 8:40:53 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 9:14:40 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 9:57:32 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:15:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:26:37 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:45:01 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 10:59:02 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 11:13:25 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 11:40:57 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/10/19 11:53:37 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:08:58 XM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:09:28 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:21:55 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:39:56 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:54:00 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 12:54:30 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:12:26 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:22:05 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:43:30 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:44:00 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 1:53:57 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 2:24:57 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 2:40:50 XM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 2:53:18 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:17:12 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:24:34 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:25:04 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:28:41 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:29:11 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:29:41 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:39:18 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:51:07 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/10/19 5:51:37 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:09:17 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:10:33 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:11:03 AM :15 B905425 CNGA0367000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:23:36 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:38:47 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:51:28 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:51:59 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:23:30 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:34:06 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:34:36 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:35:06 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:51:35 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:14:00 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:23:43 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:41:41 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:52:06 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:52:36 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:15:56 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:25:17 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:45:20 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:54:59 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:11:44 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:25:11 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:39:26 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:54:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:54:41 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:17:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:17:35 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:27:03 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:28:03 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:34:50 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:40:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:41:02 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:45:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:46:29 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:46:59 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:53:39 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:58:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:50:24 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:55:07 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:56:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:56:37 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 4:54:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 4:54:41 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 4:58:26 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:16:36 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:29:20 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:29:50 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:40:26 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:51:53 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60



WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:13:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:42:05 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:42:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 6:53:19 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:32:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 7:43:29 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:17:37 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 8:29:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:14:07 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:28:11 PM 1:00 B905423 CNGA0365000H High School Equivalency_Marco-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:57:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 9:58:12 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:14:43 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:26:18 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 10:42:25 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 11:22:40 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 11:42:09 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 11:54:35 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:20:29 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:41:14 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 12:54:41 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905590 CNGA0353000H Marco

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:24:13 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:40:56 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 1:52:06 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 2:38:47 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 2:39:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 2:51:13 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:00:04 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 3:00:34 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:17:46 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:24:51 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:25:21 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:29:04 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:30:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:39:18 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:39:48 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/11/19 5:51:07 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:09:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:10:23 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:10:53 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:22:22 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:40:32 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:41:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:52:22 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:23:53 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:35:30 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:36:00 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:36:30 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:37:00 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:52:23 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:10:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:22:26 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:43:29 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:54:21 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 9:17:14 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 9:43:25 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 9:55:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:11:45 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:24:28 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:42:45 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:54:55 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:11:17 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:19:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:19:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:27:59 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:28:59 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:34:34 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:40:06 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:46:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:46:30 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:44:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:50:51 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:55:02 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 3:49:57 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 3:54:14 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 3:55:14 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 4:52:47 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 4:58:28 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 4:58:58 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:13:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:42:15 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:15:31 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:39:52 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:40:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 6:52:01 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:13:41 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 7:27:48 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:16:58 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:41:13 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 8:54:53 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 9:29:37 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 9:52:19 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:15:26 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 10:26:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:21:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:22:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:40:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:41:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 11:53:19 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:06:16 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:06:46 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:21:24 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:41:15 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 12:53:58 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:10:35 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:11:05 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:22:10 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:42:44 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 12/12/19 1:53:51 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 2:10:53 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 2:21:22 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 2:41:02 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 2:51:52 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 2:52:22 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:16:03 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:24:27 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:24:57 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:28:28 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:28:58 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:39:18 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:39:48 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/12/19 5:51:07 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:10:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:11:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:11:56 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:12:26 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:23:48 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:38:57 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:52:11 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:23:45 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:35:07 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:52:10 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:52:40 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:10:00 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:10:30 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:40:25 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:52:32 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:16:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:17:21 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:29:41 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:43:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:53:26 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:04:37 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:05:07 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:19:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:20:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:48:00 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:09:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:33:03 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 12:47:53 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:13:06 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:25:31 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:41:59 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:26:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:38:34 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:50:29 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:50:59 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 3:17:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 3:18:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 3:33:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 3:49:17 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 4:01:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 4:12:14 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 4:12:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 4:40:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 4:51:47 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:13:19 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:26:40 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:51:01 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:16:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:41:40 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 6:53:57 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:17:53 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:18:23 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:29:03 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 7:39:13 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:16:12 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:28:32 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:40:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:41:22 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 8:55:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:15:45 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:16:15 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:29:09 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 9:58:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:15:31 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:25:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:45:00 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 10:45:30 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:13:26 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:24:48 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:41:17 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:41:47 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 11:54:20 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 12:04:47 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 12:21:12 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 12:40:25 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 12:54:44 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:09:45 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:10:15 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:22:37 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:40:10 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 1:52:02 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:12:25 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:22:48 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:23:18 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:38:57 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:51:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 2:52:11 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:16:25 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:24:26 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:28:31 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:29:31 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:39:49 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:40:19 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:51:38 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/13/19 5:52:09 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:59:25 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:28:55 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:29:25 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:59:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 10:35:28 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:01:44 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:02:14 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:26:21 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:35:29 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:48:25 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:01:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:18:46 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:19:16 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:35:37 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:57:13 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:13:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:13:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:31:28 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:43:04 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:03:58 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:20:20 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:20:50 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:35:48 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:36:18 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:53:23 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:21:41 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:35:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:36:08 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 4:12:22 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 12/14/19 4:24:15 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 4:39:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 4:55:08 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:23:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:23:36 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:38:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:18:54 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:32:47 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 6:53:30 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:01:49 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:09:54 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:29:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:29:53 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 7:49:37 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:18:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:35:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:35:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 8:47:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:16:48 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:27:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:45:32 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:56:49 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 9:57:49 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 10:06:40 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 10:17:08 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 10:30:14 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 10:46:03 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:19:54 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:34:10 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:34:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 11:48:15 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:00:01 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:11:14 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:24:13 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:38:17 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:54:08 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 12:54:38 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:06:19 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:06:49 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:22:43 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:34:31 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:45:28 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 1:45:58 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:09:18 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:09:48 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:21:51 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:41:45 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 2:52:37 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:10:55 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:11:25 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:21:05 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:43:01 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 3:53:27 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:34:34 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:35:04 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:36:04 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:51:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:52:11 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/14/19 5:52:41 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:12:53 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:13:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:13:53 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:14:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:22:44 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:23:15 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:23:45 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:24:15 AM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:39:36 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:40:06 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:52:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:18:50 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:19:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:24:35 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:25:05 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:53:01 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:54:01 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:19:21 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:19:51 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:26:12 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:48:27 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:54:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:55:07 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:55:37 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:18:32 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:19:17 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:24:53 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:48:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:54:20 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:55:20 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:55:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:28:55 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:58:54 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:21:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:34:58 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:59:22 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:11:15 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:25:18 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:38:01 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:49:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:50:04 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:03:57 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:16:38 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:03:06 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:16:08 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:31:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:41:33 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:42:03 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 4:54:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:09:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:20:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:00:16 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:16:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:31:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 6:50:42 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:05:20 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:05:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:21:38 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:39:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 7:49:13 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:24:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:41:18 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 8:42:18 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:02:46 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:03:46 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:18:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:19:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:51:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:51:44 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 9:52:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:13:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:14:02 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:34:58 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 10:48:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:18:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:19:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:37:15 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:38:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:38:45 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 11:51:30 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:07:39 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:52:33 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 12:53:33 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:11:13 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:11:43 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:12:13 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:33:26 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:33:56 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:48:33 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 1:49:03 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:18:14 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:18:44 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:32:52 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 2:46:13 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:01:31 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:11:33 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:12:03 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:23:41 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:39:15 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 3:49:54 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:37:11 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:37:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:38:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:52:23 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:52:53 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:53:23 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/15/19 5:53:53 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:07:06 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:19:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:37:59 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:38:29 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:49:31 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:50:01 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 7:35:55 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 7:36:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 7:36:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:12:52 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:22:25 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:43:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:12:54 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:13:40 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:24:59 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:25:29 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:59:48 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:00:18 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:11:22 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:11:52 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:24:43 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:25:13 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:52:52 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 11:11:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:12:08 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:26:37 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:53:38 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:06:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:06:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:20:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:49:04 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:15:04 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:15:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:31:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:40:12 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:49:20 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 3:17:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 3:59:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 4:12:38 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 4:42:24 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 4:53:14 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 4:53:44 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:17:36 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:31:09 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:40:50 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:50:05 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:13:44 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:39:38 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 6:50:50 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 7:16:05 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 7:32:14 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:16:44 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:30:11 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:42:32 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 8:55:21 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 9:18:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:15:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 10:45:50 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 11:22:40 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 11:41:34 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 11:42:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 11:55:14 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:11:04 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:11:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:21:44 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:40:58 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:54:11 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 12:54:41 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:12:07 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:22:25 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:43:09 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 1:53:59 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:07:06 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:18:20 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:38:29 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:49:31 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 2:50:01 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:15:53 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:16:23 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:24:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:28:29 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:29:29 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:40:33 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:41:03 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/16/19 5:51:04 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:11:20 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:12:20 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:12:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:26:09 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:41:28 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:52:51 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:53:21 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:27:07 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:35:03 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:35:33 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:36:03 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:36:33 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:11:06 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:11:36 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:40:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:51:21 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:51:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:15:30 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:31:12 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:43:25 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:55:23 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:55:53 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:04:59 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:05:29 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:16:09 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:16:39 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:34:07 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:48:17 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:22:49 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:34:33 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:49:57 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:13:59 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:29:28 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:10:16 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:50:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:10:43 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:11:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:24:10 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:35:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 3:17:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 3:18:10 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 3:31:12 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 3:42:58 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 3:57:36 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 4:13:41 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 4:14:12 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 4:30:13 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 4:53:48 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:17:07 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:41:08 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:52:22 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:13:15 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:13:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 6:51:05 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 7:25:39 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:29:26 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 8:54:23 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:14:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:27:25 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 9:57:40 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:15:07 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:26:10 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 10:43:03 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:01:23 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:13:42 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:23:49 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:38:58 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:50:07 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 11:50:37 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:01:21 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:01:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:19:23 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:40:43 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:54:13 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 12:54:43 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:10:51 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:11:21 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:23:30 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:39:32 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 1:51:21 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:12:51 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:25:09 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:25:39 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:41:28 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 2:52:51 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:15:53 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:24:08 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:24:38 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:28:14 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:29:14 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:40:33 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/17/19 5:51:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:06:59 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:07:59 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:08:30 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:36:18 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:48:59 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:27:18 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:41:44 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:51:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:11:59 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:42:10 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:42:40 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:51:35 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:52:05 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:16:31 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:29:07 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:40:05 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:53:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:53:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:04:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:05:20 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:20:26 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:37:49 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:49:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:10:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:21:21 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:38:58 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:50:59 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:14:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:14:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:26:17 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:04:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:17:11 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:46:14 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:09:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:09:51 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:22:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:23:06 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:24:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:27:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:27:55 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 4:26:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 4:29:39 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 4:54:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:14:06 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:14:36 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:41:57 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:42:27 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:15:12 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:31:50 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:42:08 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 6:52:21 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:15:32 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:30:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:40:51 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 7:51:21 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:16:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:30:34 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:43:26 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 8:55:14 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:14:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:27:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 9:58:25 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:14:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:26:41 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 10:46:31 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:23:53 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:39:58 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:40:28 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 11:52:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:16:00 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:39:36 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 12:54:36 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:24:08 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:41:55 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 1:51:35 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:19:24 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:36:18 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 2:48:29 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:18:05 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:24:31 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:28:42 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:29:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:40:33 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/18/19 5:51:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:09:01 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:09:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:10:01 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:10:31 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:20:54 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:42:19 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:23:50 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:24:21 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:32:07 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:32:37 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:33:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:51:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:52:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:13:46 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:14:16 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:24:42 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:43:59 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:44:29 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:53:13 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:53:43 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:16:27 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:16:57 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:28:57 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:42:44 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:53:00 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:04:51 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:20:36 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:38:19 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:50:46 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 11:08:36 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 11:19:32 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:13:38 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:14:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:28:53 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:09:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:09:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:21:29 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:47:49 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:14:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:29:04 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 3:18:13 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/19/19 3:47:44 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 3:58:18 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 4:44:36 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 4:54:16 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:15:06 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:15:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:42:59 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:54:03 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:14:24 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:42:18 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 6:51:59 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:15:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 7:42:20 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:16:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:29:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 8:41:21 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:14:15 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 9:58:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:15:22 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:27:12 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:44:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 10:55:44 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 11:19:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 11:39:28 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 11:50:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:04:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:19:34 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:40:24 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 12:53:47 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:13:31 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:14:01 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:24:26 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:43:44 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:19:39 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:42:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:52:47 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/19/19 2:53:17 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:16:29 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:25:55 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:29:15 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:29:46 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:30:16 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:40:33 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:51:04 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/19/19 5:51:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:09:45 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:10:45 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:11:15 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:22:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:51:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:51:32 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:25:36 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:37:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:38:20 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:51:39 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:52:09 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 8:11:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 8:43:29 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 8:54:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:16:30 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:17:01 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:29:20 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:42:27 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 10:04:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 10:20:34 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 10:21:04 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 10:51:47 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:08:38 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:19:23 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:44:28 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:44:58 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:18:09 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:28:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:00:43 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:11:17 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:11:47 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:23:55 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:52:06 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:52:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:12:46 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:13:16 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:23:45 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:24:15 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 3:19:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 3:20:06 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 3:24:30 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 3:25:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 3:25:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 4:28:28 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 4:41:16 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 4:54:21 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:15:53 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:41:02 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:51:29 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:14:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 6:40:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:12:43 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 7:38:00 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 8:18:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 8:30:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:15:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 9:58:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 10:15:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:19:17 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:41:08 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:41:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 11:52:50 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:04:11 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:21:17 XM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:39:26 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60



WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:54:21 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 12:54:51 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:11:27 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:22:35 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:42:44 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 1:54:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:11:15 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:21:23 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:40:54 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 2:51:02 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:16:49 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:25:15 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:25:45 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:28:41 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:29:40 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:40:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/20/19 5:51:03 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:58:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:08:12 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:38:04 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:38:34 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:52:56 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:53:27 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:12:41 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:24:12 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:41:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:19:25 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:19:55 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:40:04 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:40:34 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:49:43 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:50:13 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:17:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:35:59 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:36:29 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:51:03 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:12:11 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:30:52 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:46:18 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:47:19 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:49:41 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 4:01:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 4:13:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 4:24:51 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 4:39:06 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:13:42 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:51:32 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:38:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 6:49:18 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:15:18 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:15:48 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:28:33 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:41:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 7:55:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:05:37 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:20:40 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 8:46:42 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:17:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:32:13 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:32:43 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:45:20 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 9:56:54 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:06:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:21:11 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:35:34 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/21/19 10:48:34 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 11:15:32 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 11:31:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:02:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:02:34 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:15:02 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:15:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:30:29 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:41:55 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 12:54:51 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:11:06 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:11:36 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:21:56 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:34:43 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:45:31 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 1:46:01 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:17:20 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:17:51 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:36:12 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 2:49:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:01:19 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:13:27 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:13:57 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:24:51 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:39:06 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 3:51:16 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:37:39 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:38:10 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:38:40 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:53:07 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:53:37 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:54:07 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/21/19 5:54:37 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:58:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:13:39 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:14:09 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:14:39 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:15:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:25:15 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:25:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:26:16 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:26:46 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:38:43 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:39:13 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:51:05 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:23:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:44:35 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:50:42 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:51:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:51:42 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:17:32 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:25:58 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:55:19 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:55:49 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:56:19 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:18:47 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:19:17 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:25:32 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:53:26 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:54:26 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:11:05 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:23:30 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:52:53 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:53:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:13:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:25:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:34:31 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:00:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:10:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:21:26 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:34:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:48:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:18:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:32:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:45:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:58:14 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:10:03 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:23:21 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:37:46 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:50:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:03:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:14:41 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 6:50:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:06:25 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:34:08 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 7:55:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:11:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:12:04 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:32:59 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 8:43:23 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:18:41 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:33:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 9:49:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:07:05 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:25:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 10:42:17 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:32:53 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:45:50 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:46:20 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 11:58:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:23:23 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:36:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:36:34 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:49:44 XM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 12:50:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:02:24 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:02:54 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:13:52 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:40:46 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:53:04 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 1:53:34 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:33:03 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:33:33 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:49:28 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 2:50:28 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:06:35 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:24:40 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:25:11 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:41:47 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 3:42:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:00:04 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 4:01:05 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:51:09 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:51:39 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:52:09 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/22/19 5:59:54 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:22:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:22:45 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:23:15 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:23:45 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:52:53 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:00:35 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:35:58 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:36:28 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:53:17 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:53:47 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:54:17 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:54:47 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:24:41 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:25:11 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:44:27 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:55:07 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:32:31 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:33:01 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:44:45 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:54:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:17:16 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:17:46 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:27:57 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:28:27 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:39:40 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:48:58 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:32:09 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:33:54 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:50:22 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:12:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:41:32 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:53:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:53:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:11:29 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:33:43 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:44:58 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:45:28 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:16:21 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:16:51 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:31:38 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:43:25 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:59:20 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 3:59:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 4:15:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 4:31:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 4:41:10 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 4:52:46 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:16:19 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:16:49 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:54:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:13:28 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:13:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:28:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:40:57 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 6:52:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:30:14 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:42:26 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 7:42:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:12:53 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:26:50 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:39:39 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 8:53:11 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:06:51 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:07:21 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:21:22 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:35:29 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 9:48:31 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:15:17 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:27:00 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:44:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:44:55 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 10:58:01 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:08:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:21:19 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:41:22 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:41:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 11:51:22 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:01:38 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:20:12 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:41:04 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:41:34 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 12:54:52 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:12:09 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:12:39 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:24:40 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:44:12 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 1:55:07 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:11:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:21:15 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:21:45 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:39:43 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 2:52:23 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:23:58 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:27:39 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:40:04 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:50:32 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/23/19 5:51:03 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:14:49 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:15:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:15:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:41:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:52:17 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:52:47 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:41:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:42:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:42:49 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:43:19 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:54:44 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:55:14 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:10:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:10:52 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:22:10 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:43:19 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:43:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:53:14 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:13:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:28:39 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:29:09 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:44:45 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:54:48 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:04:48 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:19:55 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:38:17 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:47:38 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:48:08 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:09:24 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:32:03 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:52:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:10:25 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:22:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:23:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:12:51 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:40:44 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:54:00 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:09:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:22:56 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:38:14 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:50:35 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 3:17:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 3:43:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 3:59:38 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 4:17:52 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 4:18:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 4:34:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 4:44:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 4:54:21 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 5:14:23 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/24/19 5:42:14 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 5:52:53 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:16:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:17:14 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:30:16 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:53:09 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 6:53:39 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:16:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:16:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:29:53 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:41:32 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 7:52:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:14:42 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:15:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:37:16 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:37:46 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 8:46:46 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:24:47 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:38:09 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:39:09 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 9:53:56 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:08:35 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:23:45 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:45:46 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 10:46:46 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:12:23 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:21:55 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:22:25 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:40:59 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 11:52:43 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:03:51 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:20:05 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:41:08 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 12:55:29 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:10:07 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:10:37 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:22:09 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:43:04 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:43:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 1:52:44 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:15:50 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:26:10 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:26:40 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:41:09 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:52:17 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 2:52:47 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 5:17:26 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/24/19 5:27:53 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:10:27 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:10:57 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:11:27 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:11:57 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:23:12 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:40:58 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:41:28 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:26:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:27:04 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:37:22 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:37:52 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:38:22 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:53:05 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:18:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:18:45 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:32:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:33:19 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:56:06 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:10:03 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:10:33 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:23:10 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:36:41 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:48:48 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:17:07 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:17:37 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:34:14 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:47:00 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:01:22 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:11:40 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:24:07 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:49:11 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:23:44 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:24:15 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:37:00 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:03:57 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:22:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:22:43 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:35:36 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:46:08 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:16:02 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:31:11 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:45:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 3:15:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 3:30:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 3:54:26 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:11:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:11:41 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:21:56 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:22:26 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:34:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 4:45:46 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:13:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:27:38 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:54:26 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:08:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:08:40 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 6:33:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:13:21 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:26:50 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:39:02 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 7:50:35 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:03:04 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:18:32 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 8:48:34 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:17:26 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 9:30:10 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:07:03 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:35:48 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 10:48:42 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:15:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:15:52 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:31:46 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 11:48:32 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:04:05 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:04:35 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:31:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:42:45 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 12:55:27 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:08:58 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:19:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:20:10 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:49:25 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:50:25 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 1:50:55 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:07:27 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:07:57 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:24:19 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:24:49 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 2:42:02 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:16:58 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:27:58 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/25/19 5:50:32 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 Espcape Project Mother Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:08:10 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:08:40 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:09:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:40:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:40:32 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:51:22 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:51:52 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:23:01 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:34:16 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:34:46 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:35:16 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:51:53 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:52:23 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:12:10 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:54:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:54:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:30:04 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:42:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:53:28 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:16:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:28:39 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:29:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:39:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:51:07 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:51:37 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:14:48 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:41:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:52:13 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:52:43 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:14:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:27:13 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:40:55 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:41:25 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:54:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:11:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:21:55 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:42:25 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:53:47 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:13:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:13:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:23:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:39:16 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:51:34 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 3:18:03 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 3:18:33 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 3:32:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 3:44:00 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 3:59:25 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 4:15:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 4:16:21 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 4:27:27 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 4:38:18 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:28:48 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:42:22 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:42:52 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:53:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:14:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:15:01 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:29:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 6:42:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:14:59 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:15:29 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:25:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:37:23 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 7:49:35 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:13:49 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:14:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:26:03 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 8:50:32 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:17:53 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:28:23 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:36:58 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:49:41 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 9:50:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:14:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:43:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 10:58:01 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:20:10 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:42:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 11:57:50 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:08:20 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:19:41 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:54:43 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 12:55:13 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:11:56 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:12:26 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:24:43 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:43:44 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 1:54:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:20:57 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:40:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 2:51:22 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:17:23 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:25:29 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:40:37 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/26/19 5:51:05 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:11:58 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:12:58 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:13:29 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:40:17 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:40:47 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:52:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:53:24 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:23:43 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:24:29 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:32:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:33:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:33:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:34:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:51:09 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:11:55 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:20:36 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:43:56 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:54:52 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:14:35 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:15:05 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:26:25 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:37:40 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:50:18 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:03:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:03:51 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:19:57 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:38:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:51:57 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:15:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:26:40 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:40:20 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:54:37 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:08:49 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:32:33 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:49:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:11:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:11:37 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:40:22 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:53:02 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:16:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:29:56 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:38:04 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:47:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 3:19:42 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 3:38:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 3:47:49 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 3:58:10 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 4:15:54 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/27/19 4:16:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 4:40:25 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 4:52:36 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:14:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:14:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:41:21 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:52:38 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:17:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:42:08 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:42:38 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 6:52:44 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:19:30 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:20:00 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:30:13 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 7:40:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:23:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:40:48 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:41:19 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 8:58:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:14:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:14:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:31:26 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:45:49 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 9:46:49 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:16:33 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 10:26:15 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:08:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:21:53 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:40:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 11:53:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:05:35 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:20:56 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:41:31 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 12:54:35 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:12:11 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:43:41 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:44:11 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30



WUTH-TV 12/27/19 1:54:37 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:13:29 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:23:12 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:40:47 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:41:17 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 2:52:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:15:15 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:23:45 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:27:06 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:40:09 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/27/19 5:50:37 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:29:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:59:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:07:57 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:40:15 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:54:20 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:54:50 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:15:38 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:26:19 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:45:07 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:54:18 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:54:48 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:11:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:21:41 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:41:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:53:18 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:53:48 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 11:58:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:59:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:13:47 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:14:17 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)



WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:27:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:54:26 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:07:55 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:22:08 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:33:50 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:47:35 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:37:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:37:45 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:38:45 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:51:30 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 4:08:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 4:46:30 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:00:17 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:14:40 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:27:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:39:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:54:35 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:08:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:08:31 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:22:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 6:47:30 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:13:20 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:13:50 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:30:34 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:31:04 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:44:31 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 7:58:00 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:12:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:26:29 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:26:59 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:39:15 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 8:51:10 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:14:45 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:15:16 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:27:33 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:39:59 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:53:43 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/28/19 9:54:13 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:07:30 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:08:00 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:22:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 10:49:23 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 11:28:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 11:41:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 11:55:17 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:09:39 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:23:13 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:33:20 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 12:47:36 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:01:52 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:13:08 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:13:38 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:46:29 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 1:46:59 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:00:17 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:14:40 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:26:44 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:27:14 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:39:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 2:54:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:08:01 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:08:31 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:22:06 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:34:38 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:47:31 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 3:48:01 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:34:42 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:35:12 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:35:42 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:36:12 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:52:26 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/28/19 5:53:26 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:29:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:59:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:09:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:10:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:10:38 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:24:01 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:24:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:25:01 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:25:31 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139 PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:41:36 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:42:06 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:15:26 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:20:56 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:21:27 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:46:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:53:13 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:54:13 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:18:18 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:25:27 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:48:04 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:55:11 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:55:41 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:18:42 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:25:34 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:48:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:54:59 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:55:59 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:29:24 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 12:29:25 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 1:11:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:15:30 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:16:00 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:27:04 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:37:38 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:38:08 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:51:25 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:05:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:18:44 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:45:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:01:31 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:17:57 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:18:27 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:35:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:50:32 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:01:04 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:12:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:25:42 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:50:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:24:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:25:35 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:54:08 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 6:54:38 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:16:31 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:33:24 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 7:47:06 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:00:17 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:15:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:16:12 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:44:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 8:56:48 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:12:15 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:26:17 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:39:13 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 9:49:58 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:04:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:05:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:17:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:34:06 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H Escape Project  HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 10:48:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:18:02 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:18:32 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:33:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:45:10 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 11:58:14 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 12:23:21 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 12:37:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 12:50:30 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 1:04:02 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 1:14:41 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 1:43:18 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 1:52:42 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:00:04 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:00:34 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:31:52 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:32:22 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:47:35 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 2:48:05 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:10:10 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:27:55 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:28:25 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 3:47:18 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:00:04 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:00:35 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 4:01:05 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:52:05 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:52:35 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:53:35 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/29/19 5:59:54 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:23:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:23:45 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:24:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:24:45 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:41:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:54:11 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:34:30 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:35:00 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:49:25 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:49:55 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:50:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:50:55 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:00:34 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:22:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:23:09 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:53:57 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:54:28 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:00:04 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:28:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:29:02 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:39:59 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:40:29 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:49:55 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:03:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:18:19 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:18:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:36:33 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:48:42 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:00:34 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:20:07 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:29:42 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:46:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:09:38 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:20:37 PM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:29:02 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:45:21 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:08:25 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:37:52 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:52:26 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:52:56 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:12:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:13:14 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:22:50 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:38:22 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:49:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:20:40 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:21:11 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:37:02 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:47:01 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:57:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 3:57:54 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 4:14:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 4:26:44 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 4:37:08 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 4:51:32 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:13:58 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:14:28 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:39:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:40:06 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:49:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:12:55 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:29:21 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:44:12 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:44:42 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 6:53:09 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:18:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:19:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:31:06 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:40:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:41:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 7:51:31 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:21:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:22:29 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:39:01 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 8:54:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:08:03 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:21:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:22:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:34:48 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 12/30/19 9:54:06 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:14:32 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:15:02 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:43:04 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 10:53:50 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:11:27 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:11:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:17:29 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:18:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:44:25 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 11:44:55 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:00:31 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:10:22 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:21:02 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:42:27 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 12:54:08 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:10:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:11:26 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:22:38 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:42:41 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:53:58 XM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 1:54:28 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:12:28 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:22:15 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:42:21 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 2:53:41 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:17:43 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:23:53 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:40:53 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:49:54 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/30/19 5:50:24 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:10:40 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:11:40 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:12:11 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:39:48 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:52:59 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:53:29 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor



WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:26:53 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:27:23 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:37:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:38:10 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:38:40 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:39:10 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:51:03 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:51:33 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:09:02 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:09:32 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:25:28 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:43:32 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:56:05 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:19:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:20:21 AM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:37:52 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:51:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:03:45 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:17:19 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:17:49 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:27:23 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:27:53 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:39:01 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:51:38 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:10:43 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:20:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:31:10 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60 Forests are Essential to Life 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:46:11 AM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:11:55 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:22:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:34:49 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:48:23 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:10:15 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:10:45 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:21:45 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:40:11 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:50:18 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:11:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:25:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:37:47 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:51:07 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 3:19:19 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 3:19:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 3:36:28 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 3:46:43 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 3:58:38 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 4:16:00 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 4:16:30 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 4:29:16 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 4:38:45 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 4:52:18 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:14:10 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:14:40 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:27:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:38:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:39:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:51:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:16:51 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:17:37 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15 Forests are Essential to Life 15

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:41:52 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:53:14 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19 WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 6:53:44 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:16:21 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:16:51 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:33:28 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:33:58 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 7:53:52 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:12:24 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 8:47:15 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:18:15 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:18:45 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:35:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:48:47 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 9:49:47 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:06:05 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:06:35 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:20:47 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:37:40 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:51:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 10:52:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:07:36 PM :30 B905507 HHSP17H30H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:25:25 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 11:41:48 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:12:03 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:12:33 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H Life's Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:41:45 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071 For Country (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 12:54:26 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:08:47 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:09:17 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:25:27 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000 Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:43:03 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 1:56:05 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:12:10 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30 Forests are Essential to Life 30

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:21:47 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025 Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:39:48 XM 1:00 B905506 HHSP17H60H Unas Palabras Sobre Hacerse Mayor

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:52:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 2:53:29 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:11:26 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:22:07 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH You Have Rights - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:22:37 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H Suitcase - Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:26:08 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081 America's Marines (Spanish)

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:26:38 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:27:08 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:40:01 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:49:31 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WUTH-TV 12/31/19 5:50:01 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H Escape Project Son Spanish

111:55:30



Script

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

The Ad Council’s Fatherhood Involvement campaign will encourage men to “take time to be a dad today” by playing an active role in their children’s lives. New PSAs feature kids re-telling jokes their dads shared with them, highlighting that even the smalle

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Hector Elizondo wants you to get out there and really live.  The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Administration for Community Living’s (ACL) new ‘What is Brain Health?’ campaign, A Talk About Getting Older? raises awareness among adult

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

Texting and driving is dangerous – that is a fact. Americans are highly aware of and concerned about the issue. More than nine in ten Americans believe sending (94%) and reading (91%) texts while driving is dangerous or very dangerous. There have been man

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 



New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to ensure they continue to thrive.

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Told from the perspective of a child, new PSAs take audiences through an imaginative world to illustrate the signs of autism, and encourage parents to learn all of the signs at AutismSpeaks.org/signs.

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

Hector Elizondo wants you to get out there and really live.  The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Administration for Community Living’s (ACL) new ‘What is Brain Health?’ campaign, A Talk About Getting Older? raises awareness among adult

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Hector Elizondo wants you to get out there and really live.  The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Administration for Community Living’s (ACL) new ‘What is Brain Health?’ campaign, A Talk About Getting Older? raises awareness among adult

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

PSA inspires people to use the help that's waiting at FinishYourDiploma.org and earn their GED or other high school equivalency. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Texting and driving is dangerous – that is a fact. Americans are highly aware of and concerned about the issue. More than nine in ten Americans believe sending (94%) and reading (91%) texts while driving is dangerous or very dangerous. There have been man

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex



Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to ensure they continue to thrive.

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 

Told from the perspective of a child, new PSAs take audiences through an imaginative world to illustrate the signs of autism, and encourage parents to learn all of the signs at AutismSpeaks.org/signs.

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 
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These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp



The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

Disasters Don't Plan Ahead.  You Can.  "Don't Wait. Communicate." Disasters can strike at any time, without any warning.  This spring, run Disasters Don't Plan Ahead PSA's to ensure every household has an emergency plan in place before a disaster strikes.
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Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 
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United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

PSA inspires people to use the help that's waiting at FinishYourDiploma.org and earn their GED or other high school equivalency. 

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

Texting and driving is dangerous – that is a fact. Americans are highly aware of and concerned about the issue. More than nine in ten Americans believe sending (94%) and reading (91%) texts while driving is dangerous or very dangerous. There have been man
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The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco
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The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to ensure they continue to thrive.

Hector Elizondo wants you to get out there and really live.  The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Administration for Community Living’s (ACL) new ‘What is Brain Health?’ campaign, A Talk About Getting Older? raises awareness among adult
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The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y
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PSA inspires people to use the help that's waiting at FinishYourDiploma.org and earn their GED or other high school equivalency. 

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 
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Told from the perspective of a child, new PSAs take audiences through an imaginative world to illustrate the signs of autism, and encourage parents to learn all of the signs at AutismSpeaks.org/signs.

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  



New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

15 million children ages 3-20, or 1 of every 5 kids in the U.S., have learning and attention issues and many may never receive a formal diagnosis. In the classroom, these students can appear distracted, disengaged, or even disrespectful, leading to the mi
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These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

The Ad Council’s Fatherhood Involvement campaign will encourage men to “take time to be a dad today” by playing an active role in their children’s lives. New PSAs feature kids re-telling jokes their dads shared with them, highlighting that even the smalle

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Texting and driving is dangerous – that is a fact. Americans are highly aware of and concerned about the issue. More than nine in ten Americans believe sending (94%) and reading (91%) texts while driving is dangerous or very dangerous. There have been man

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to ensure they continue to thrive.

Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

The integrated campaign (consisting of TV, radio, print, OOH, digital, and an online exclusive film) demonstrates how learning and attention issues can look different to children and their parents. On one side, a child may see numbers, letters, and sounds

PSA inspires people to use the help that's waiting at FinishYourDiploma.org and earn their GED or other high school equivalency. 
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New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Learn the Signs:  Autism is one of the fastest growing serious developmental disorders in the United States, doubling in prevalence in just one decade.  In support of April's Autism Awareness Month, run these PSA's to encourage parents to learn the signs 
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Told from the perspective of a child, new PSAs take audiences through an imaginative world to illustrate the signs of autism, and encourage parents to learn all of the signs at AutismSpeaks.org/signs.

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco
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PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Caregiver Assistance PSAs spotlight AARP’s Family Caregiving site and encourage caregivers nationwide to access free Care Guides, self-care tips, planning resources, legal and financial guidance, and more, so that caregivers can care for their loved ones 

Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can take action and report it.  
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Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 

These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  
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This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta
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These moving PSAs celebrate adult learners and reinforce the idea that no one does it alone. Everyone needs a support system of people who care, and that starts with you. By running these PSAs, you will help people find the resources they need to succeed 

The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer who in their own life could have prediabetes – “it could be you, your boss, or your boss’s boss”. Viewers are then enco
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PSA inspires people to use the help that's waiting at FinishYourDiploma.org and earn their GED or other high school equivalency. 

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Los Grupos de Familia Al-Anon en su comunidad les ofrecen esperanza y ayuda a familiares y amigos que han sido afectados por la bebida de un ser querido, incluido el 40 por ciento de los miembros de Al-Anon que vinieron por primera vez a reuniones porque 
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RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp
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The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to ensure they continue to thrive.

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta
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Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.
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